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WELCOME
 
 

The goal of System of Care is to help families help their 
children succeed at home, in school and in the community. In North 
Carolina and nation-wide, System of Care is considered the best 
way of planning, developing and delivering services to children and 
their families. Because children are not little adults, their services must be planned and 
delivered in ways that fully involve their families, peer groups, neighborhoods, schools 
and community. This is especially important for children who have serious challenges 
related to their behaviors, health, school performance and safety at home, in their 
schools, and in the community. System of Care is fundamentally changing the 
relationships families have to the service system at every level. Collaboration and 
partnership between families and service providers is the thread that links successful 
programs, policies and practices.  Many federal and state policies mandate parent 
involvement.  Parents now provide services, act as advocates for change, mentor other 
families, shape programs, create policies and carry out public service agendas.  Parents 
and professionals working collaboratively as partners are now recognized as a best 
practice.  These collaborative partnerships have resulted in measurable and direct 
positive benefits for families, children and providers. 1

More than 200,000 children under the age of 18 in North Carolina have a serious 
emotional disturbance.  These children are at substantially greater risk for school 
dropout, school expulsion, drug or alcohol abuse, unplanned teen pregnancy, and 
conviction of crimes.  When a child experiences a serious emotional disturbance the life 
of the entire family is changed. A recent North Carolina study reported that caring for 
children with emotional disorders takes a toll on the child's family, causing harm to the 
family's well being. The effects tend to worsen over time, suggesting that the families 
and caregivers do not get used to caring for their children.2 Our current systems are 
often ill equipped to deal with the multiple and varied challenges and needs of these 
children and their families.  Feelings of isolation, frustration and anger are the norm as 
families attempt to find help for their children and support for themselves. 

North Carolina’s mental health system continues to undergo reform and 
reorganization to better serve families and children through a System of Care approach.  
This approach, with family partnership at its core, has been successfully piloted in at 
least 23 North Carolina counties.  The resulting outcomes led to the adoption of the 
System of Care approach as a key reform element in the State’s mental health 
reorganization plan. The North Carolina “Blueprint for Change” (Division of MH, DD, SAS 
State Mental Health Plan 2003, Chapter 3) and the 2003 “Child Mental Health Plan” 
(DMH, DD, SAS) have identified the following as core requirements and /or values for 
the future provision of children’s mental health services. 
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� Families will have meaningful input in all aspects of the planning, delivery and 
evaluation of services. 

� Families and professionals working together maximize the benefits of the services 
rendered. 

� Utilize “best practice” models that include family support, family education and 
family training. 

� Create support systems to ensure family participation. 
 

This approach serves the whole family, respects the family’s strengths, their 
knowledge about their children, and does not restrict children and families to a ‘one size 
fits all’ routine. However, System of Care is not just about ‘mental health’; it promotes 
good mental health, but also looks with families across the areas of their lives to 
determine how to help their children succeed in a variety of ways. System of Care 
assists the community of helping professionals to take the burden of service 
coordination ‘off the backs of families’3 and to better support children and their 
families through team work in services, in community planning, and in the development of 
effective new rules and policies in state and local government. (See page 54 for a 
description of how North Carolina’s juvenile justice, education and social service 
systems are implementing reforms consistent with System of Care.) 

As we develop System of Care in communities across North Carolina, we are 
discovering that we very much need the help of parents and youth to help create strong 
and lasting positive changes in our child-serving systems. Changing the ‘way business is 
done’ means that families, youth, professionals and the community work as full partners 
to help make sure that children and families have the support and services they need, 
when and where they need them. 

System of Care is based on a set of values and principles for local services and 
supports in communities across our State. Those principles and values set a high 
standard for how services and supports are developed and delivered. At the same time, 
System of Care is not ‘just’ a philosophy; it is a research-based framework4 that helps 
communities and states put the philosophy into action by building structures and 
resources that make System of Care work for children and their families. System of 
Care looks a little different in each community because it is based on the strengths and 
needs of the families in those communities. This handbook provides basic information 
about the System of Care approach and its framework to help children, youth and their 
families know what to expect and how to get involved in building the strongest System 
of Care possible in their particular community. 



Acknowledgements 
 

The contents of this handbook are based on the work of families and professional 
partners. A first version was developed as part of a System of Care grant process in 
North Carolina. As North Carolina continues to build on what it learns from families, 
professional and community partners about how to make a System of Care really work to 
help families help their children, this handbook will continue to be revised to reflect 
current changes and progress. North Carolina Families United, Inc. is now taking the 
lead in revising this new version of the SOC Family Handbook, in partnership with the 
North Carolina Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities and Substance 
Abuse Services and other child-serving systems through the North Carolina State 
Collaborative for Children and Families. This version of the handbook describes System 
of Care, key aspects of Mental Health Reform, and how other child-serving systems are 
implementing reforms consistent with System of Care. 

 
NC Families United, Inc. is a statewide organization for parents, families, and 

caregivers of children with mental health, emotional, and behavior health challenges and 
professionals that share our mission. It is also North Carolina’s statewide Federation of 
Families for Children’s Mental Health organization, affiliated with the national 
Federation. We believe that most children can and should be served in their homes with 
the proper supports and interventions in place. We also believe in prevention, early 
intervention, and community-based services for children and families that promote 
safety, permanence, and wellness in the home, school, and community. We hope that 
parents who use this handbook find it to be a helpful tool to support them as full 
partners in the System of Care. 

 
For more information about North Carolina Families United, Inc., contact Patricia 

Solomon NC Families United Coordinator, at 704-892-1321 or 910-331-6092 by phone, 
email: mailto:phsolomon@earthlink.net, or by mail, at 907 Barra Row, Suites 102/103 
Davidson, NC 28036. 
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SYSTEM OF CARE

What is a System of Care (SOC)? 
The purpose of a System of Care is to make comprehensive, 

flexible and effective support available for children, youth and 
families throughout the community and through this assistance 
make the community a better place to live (Franz, John).   

The Child, Adolescent and Family Branch of the Center for Mental Health Services 
and the Steering Committee of the Council for Coordination and Collaboration for the 
Comprehensive Community Mental Health Services for Children and Their Families 
Program have published their official definitions of a System of Care from a ‘mental 
health’ perspective:   

 
The short definition says that a system of care is a network of 

community services and supports for children and youth with serious mental 
health needs. Families, youth and providers become partners so each child 
can function better at home, in school, and in the community. The longer 
definition says that a system of care is a coordinated network of 
community-based services and supports that are organized to meet the 
challenges of children and youth with serious mental health needs and their 
families. Families and youth work in partnership with public and private 
organizations so services and supports are effective, build on the strengths 
of individuals, and address each person’s cultural and linguistic needs.  A 
system of care helps children, youth and families function better at home, 
in school, in the community and throughout life. 

 
In a broader view, System of Care is an organized network of services and 

supports that helps children with complex behavioral, education, social, and/or safety 
needs and their families get the services they want and need in their local communities. 
A key focus of this Handbook is on mental health issues. However, System of Care is not 
just used to meet mental health needs and it is not a mental health ‘program’. A System 
of Care integrates the work of education, juvenile justice, health, mental health, child 
welfare, family court, and other helping organizations with families through team work 
and shared responsibility. Families are seen as important team members, working side by 
side with professionals and community members to plan, deliver, and monitor services 
for their children.  
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System of Care is a way of ‘doing business’ among professionals, families and the 
community. A System of Care is beneficial to families and communities because it 
increases community services and resources, reduces unnecessary separation of children 
from their families, and actively supports the development of healthy and productive 
families. System of Care is supported by research and the accepted national ‘best 
practice model’ for delivering services and supports to children with complex needs and 
their families in a way that they can understand and starting where they are.   

 
North Carolina’s State Legislature just passed new requirements that promote 

System of Care approaches in service delivery for children and their families. They 
created a Study Commission that will look at whether and how to require System of 
Care as the overall way that services to children and families are delivered in all child 
serving systems in the future. 

How does a System of Care work? 
 

In a System of Care, every effort is made to build on the personal strengths of each 
child and family, and community. Resources available to children and families through 
their extended family, neighborhoods and the broader community are recognized as 
important and enduring sources of family support. At the same time, it is important to 
establish an array of more formalized services to help children and families receive 
assistance when and where they need it most. System of Care is clearly based on a 
strong set of values and principles. However, it is not ‘just’ a philosophy. It is a well-
defined model that helps children, youth, families, providers and community work 
together to help families help their children succeed in home, school, and in the 
community. This is done through a teamwork approach: 

1) Child and Family Teams provide direct services and supports: Children with 
complex challenges and needs, and their families, often need a flexible 
mixture of formal agency services and informal supports (such as recreational 
clubs, mentoring by a family friend) in order to reach their goals. In a System 
of Care, these supports and services are planned, coordinated, delivered and 
monitored through a Child and Family Team. The Child and Family Team (CFT) 
is the ‘heart’ of the System of Care, building a team unique for each family, 
comprised of those persons who are important in their everyday lives.   

In North Carolina, Child and Family Teams are the way that children and their families 
get the help and assistance they need to plan their services, have them delivered in a 
coordinated way, and constantly assess what’s working and what’s not working - changing 
the plan as needed to better meet the needs of the child and family over time. Many of 
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the ‘child-serving systems’ (such as social services, juvenile courts, mental health, etc.) 
are beginning to require Child and Family Teams as the way they plan and deliver 
services, which is consistent with national ‘best practices’. For example, children and 
families who need behavioral health services can receive a Person/Family Centered Plan 
in accordance with NC Mental Health Reform. This is available for those children who: 1) 
receive behavioral health services through the Local Management Entity (formerly 
known as Area Mental Health, Developmental Disability, and Substance Abuse 
Authorities) and 2) qualify for Enhanced Benefits (the most comprehensive services 
available from the mental health system) because they meet eligibility for a Target 
Population (those who have the most severe challenges), Other human service systems in 
North Carolina use Child and Family Teams to plan and deliver many services as well, 
such as local Departments of Social Services, local Treatment Courts, etc. 
 

2) Community Collaboratives promote teamwork and change in the broader 
community that is necessary for Child and Family Teams to succeed in their 
work with children and families. A Community Collaborative is a diverse 
governance team that brings together decision-makers (people responsible for 
services) and stakeholders (people using the services) to “drive”, manage, and 
monitor the local System of Care. It requires that providers work together 
with families and communities in a give-and-take way – finding and building 
common goals, finding concrete ways to promote collaboration, put into 
practice best practices and decrease fragmentation instead of protecting turf 
and business as usual. Members of Child and Family Teams should bring 
concerns and needs to their Community Collaborative. For example, help in 
developing new services to fill service gaps identified through Child and Family 
Teams, help to organize System of Care trainings, and other activities that 
help Child and Family Teams help children and families succeed in their local 
community. In order for Child and Family Teams to succeed, community 
leaders and local organization decision-makers must also work together as a 
team. 

 

3) The State Collaborative is a state level group of administrators, families, 
advocacy organizations, educators, private providers and public providers that 
work together in a neutral environment to identify strengths, issues, barriers, 
funding, and identify policy and legislative mandates that need to be 
addressed in order to develop a seamless System of Care for children and 
families in North Carolina.  The State Collaborative supports Community 
Collaboratives and ultimately Child and Family Teams by developing 
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relationships among its members, collaborating on child and family focused 
initiatives and sharing information throughout the State 

What is the role of families in a System of Care? 
Families are at the center of the System of Care. They should expect to be partners 

in the local Community Collaborative with agencies, schools, and others in the 
Community. They should also expect to have a strong voice on their Child and Family 
Team, planning and making decisions about their child’s services and supports. Families 
inform Child and Family Team members about their strengths and values, and they 
advocate for their children and themselves. Families help inform Community 
Collaboratives about what services and supports are needed in their community in order 
to help children and families succeed. 

How is this approach different? 
Two of the key ways System of Care is different from conventional service delivery 

approaches are the amount of family involvement and the focus on family strengths; it is 
a ‘child focused family-centered’ model. First, System of Care uses the personal 
strengths of the family and other team members to plan and deliver services. Second, it 
involves families as partners on teams that plan services and make decisions about 
services for their own children and to help improve services for other children and 
families in their community. System of Care is based on a set of values, principles and 
beliefs about how children and their families should expect to receive services and be 
involved in improving things for their own and other families in the community: 

� There is a comprehensive array (types) of local services & supports 
� Services and supports are individualized according to the child and families’ unique 

strengths, challenges, and needs 
� Services and supports are provided in the least restrictive, most normative 

environments that promotes recovery and connection to family and friends 
� Families and surrogate families are full participants in all aspects of the System of 

Care 
� Services and supports are included and connected in the plan 
� Case management services help families organize and work with in multiple services 
� Children and their families’ strengths, challenges, and needs are identified and 

addressed early  
� Youth receive help to transition to adult services 
� Children and their families receive effective advocacy to protect their rights 
� Services and supports build upon child and family strengths and are responsive to 

cultural differences and special needs 
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There are several key outcomes, or results, for children, families and the community 
that should be expected from active implementation of System of Care. These include: 
� Increased school attendance and children finishing school 
� Safer schools 
� Decreases in home, school, and community violence 
� Decreases in out of home placement 
� Decreases in abuse and neglect 
� Decreases in juvenile arrests 
� Creation of a child and family friendly System of Care 
� Increased power of advocacy for children and family issues in the political system at 

the state and local level 
� Stronger children, youth, families and communities 

It takes time to implement System of Care and to see improvements. One way to get 
a sense of how System of Care is different and whether improvements are occurring is 
to contrast System of Care with more ‘conventional’ approaches to providing services to 
children and their families, as illustrated below: 

‘Conventional’ Approach to Care 
  

System of Care 

� Plans are service-driven 
 
� Children’s needs are matched to a menu 

of existing services 
 
� Plans are child-centered 
� Service plans are developed FOR (not 

necessarily with) children 
� Plans list strengths but focus on deficits 
 
 
� Services are often offered as a “one 

size fits all” 

� Plans are driven by the strengths and needs of the 
child and family 

�  Plans incorporate existing services if family needs 
them, but rely heavily on newly created services, 
informal supports and community resources 

� Plans are family-driven and child-directed 
� No planning sessions occur without presence of 

family and youth (if appropriate for the youth) 
� Plans are strength based and use unique strengths, 

values, attitudes and preferences of child, family and 
community 

� Services are culturally competent and individualized 
 

Every community is a little different in their progress in implementing a System of 
Care and how they include families. For another helpful tool to assess where your 
community is in this development, see the table on page 13 of this Handbook. 
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Why is it important for families to get involved in their local System of 
Care? 
 

 There are many benefits and opportunities for families when they become 
actively involved in the System of Care. Some of the benefits are listed below5: 
� Provides opportunity to effect meaningful change 
� Feels good to make a contribution 
� Increase confidence in ability to effect change 
� Makes providers accountable to families 
� Provides opportunities to network with other families and providers 
� Builds knowledge and skills 
� Models community involvement and empowerment for own children and family 
� Creates less passive recipients of care and services 
� Makes things better for other families 
� Opens doors to employment 
� Creates a sense of belonging 
� Offers a sense of accomplishment  
� Increases sense of person power 
� Offers leadership role models for other families 
� Decreases the isolation that so many families face when their children are having 

difficulties 
 

Active family involvement also directly benefits individuals who work with families in 
helping professions as well as the entire community. Some of the ways that helping 
professionals and communities benefits from family involvement are listed below6: 

� Improves quality of programs and services 
� Increases responsiveness of programs and policies 
� Keeps programs relevant and realistic 
� Brings fresh perspectives, creative solutions, limitless creativity 
� Increases visibility of and respect for program in community 
� Increases cohesiveness and collaboration between agencies 
� Helps save $$ reduces waste 
� Improves ability to accomplish mission 
� Develops a constituency that can advocate for program/agency 
� Increases appreciation of various culturesContributes to the stability of the 

community 
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How can I be successful as a partner in planning my child’s care? 
Professionals everywhere are realizing more and more that parents are the real 

experts when it comes to their children. As you work with mental health professionals, 
community members, school staff, and others, you will become aware of the strengths 
and knowledge you bring to the team. Here are some thoughts to keep in mind. 

� You have important information about your child that no one else has because you 
know your child the best. 

� One of your jobs is to let others know about your child’s strengths and interests, and 
what your child needs. You can ask questions and get help whenever you want it to 
help you do your job on your Child and Family Team. 

� You are part of a team that works together to solve problems and develop a plan. 
 

What services and supports do families get in a System of Care? 
Services in a System of Care should be different for each family because they are 

built on the unique strengths and needs of each family. The goal is to make sure those 
children with behavioral, education and/or safety needs and their families get the 
specific services and supports they want and need. In a System of Care, families should 
expect that service providers first want to learn about the unique strengths, interests 
and culture of your family so they can help you build on those strengths to identify 
services and supports that meet your needs.  

Some things that families should expect to be asked by professional partners in a 
System of Care are7:   
� What you like most about your children (looking for parent preferences and 

differences)? 
� What are your goals– what would life look like if things were better? 
� What are your goals for your children? 
� What you see as your and your children’s biggest accomplishments? 
� What makes you and your children happy? 
� What are your favorite memories of your family? 
� How you see yourself as a parent – what you see as your best qualities? 
� What special rules you have in your family? 
� Who are your and your children’s friends, who you call when you need help or want to 

talk, and who you consider to be supportive? 
� How your family has fun, what you prefer to do? 
� What are your family’s traditions or cultural events that you participate in, and how 

do you like to do this? 
� What are the special values or beliefs that you learned from your parents or others? 
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� What are your connections to the faith community or if and how you worship? 
 

Once service providers know more about your families’ particular goals, strengths 
and preferences, you should expect them to help you identify what you need to achieve 
those goals. Then you can begin to identify the individuals who can help you achieve 
these goals by providing services or supports, and invite them to participate on your 

Child and Family Team. Your case manager or Child and Family Team facilitator should 
then help organize your Child and Family Team meeting to begin planning and delivering 
those services and supports. 

Who is in charge of a System of Care? 
Many agencies and community helpers work together to form a System of Care. No 

single agency is in charge. You and your Child and Family Team make the major decisions 
about your child’s plan and how it is carried out, so in many ways you are in charge. 
There may be a time when a needed service is not available in your area.  You may need 
to compromise, and a creative way of filling the need may have to be developed.  The 
Community Collaboratives should work together to listen carefully to the needs of Child 
and Family Teams and help develop a strong local System of Care to better meet those 
needs. 

The national Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health is developing a 
working definition of what we mean by Family Involvement to help describe the lead role 
that families should expect to take, especially as it relates to their children’s mental 
health challenges and needs. According to this definition: 
Family-driven means families have a primary decision making role in the care of their 
own children as well as the policies and procedure governing care for all children in their 
community, state, tribe, territory and nation.  This includes: 
� Choosing supports, services and providers; 
� Setting goals; 
� Designing and implementing programs; 
� Monitoring outcomes and 
� Determining the effectiveness of all efforts to promote the mental health and 

well being of children and youth. 
 

How can I find out more about the System of Care? 
 
If you want to learn more about the System of Care contact:  
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� NC Families United, Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health – Pat 
Solomon, NC Families United Coordinator, 704-892-1321 or 910-331-6092.

� Your local Community Collaborative (contact your Local Management Entity, who is 
responsible for staffing the local Collaborative) 

� Local family organizations (See list at the end of the handbook) 



STRUCTURE OF NC 
SYSTEM OF CARE 

 
 

 
� Identify 
service gaps 
� Develop 

resources to 
fill gaps 

� Inform 
‘systems’ about 

what  CFTs 
need 

State 
Collaborative

Community 
Collaborative 

Child & Family 
Teams 

 
 
 

� Support 
� Leadership 
� Vision 
� Resources 
� Policy
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 Stages of Family Involvement in a Developing System of Care8

Professional 
Focused 

Family  
Focused 

Family  
Allied 

Family Centered Team  
Centered 

On one end of 
the family service 
continuum is the 
professional 
stance that 
considers the 
professional to be 
the expert and 
views the family 
as a hostile 
resistive force in 
the way of 
achieving 
professional 
goals. The 
professional 
parent 
relationship 
is unfriendly, 
viewed as 
adversarial, with 
the parent as the 
problem. This 
attitude results in 
the view of the 
family caregiver 
as someone who 
can be taught or 
treated. The 
parent must adapt 
to the 
professional’s 
service values. 

The professional 
philosophy 
views the 
professional as 
expert with 
families as 
helper and 
allies to the 
professional. 
The professional 
knows 
best and the 
relationship to 
the parent is 
one of getting 
the family 
caregiver to 
become a 
partner in 
helping the 
professional. 
The caregiver 
is “one down,” 
because the 
professional 
decides the 
rules and roles, 
and the 
caregiver is 
merely and 
agent of the 
professional. 

Families are 
viewed as the 
customer in 
the 
service 
delivery 
system. 
Professionals 
strive to 
attune 
the services 
to 
the needs and 
desires of the 
family who is 
their 
customer. 
The family 
caregiver is 
seen by 
providers as 
an 
equal 
colleague, 
one who has 
expertise, 
knowledge, 
and choice. 
Professionals 
and 
caregivers 
work 
collaboratively 
to address 
mutually 
agreed 
upon 
goals. 

Practice at this 
level of the 
continuum puts 
professionals 
“one down” to 
the family 
caregiver. The 
philosophy is 
that the parents 
know what is 
best for 
themselves and 
their children. 
The philosophy 
is that 
professional’s 
services exist to 
support parents 
as the primary 
agent in helping 
the child 
achieve his or 
her goals. The 
family is seen 
as the employer 
and the 
professional 
as the 
employee. The 
professional 
asks, “How can 
I help you? 
How can I be of 
service to you? 
What do you 
need?” 

The wraparound 
model centers 
decision making 
with the team. 
Team strengths 
and resources 
(which include 
those of the 
provider as well 
as family and 
child) are 
collected and 
used to select 
intervention 
most likely to 
work. Both 
planning and 
intervention rest 
on the combined 
skills and 
flexible 
resources 
of a 
diversified 
committed team. 
Responsibility 
for decisions 
rests with the 
collective power 
of the team 
working 
together, 
supporting each 
other as well as 
supporting the 
family. 
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MENTAL HEALTH CARE

What happens when someone has mental health problems? 
For children and adults alike, mental health problems are real and painful. Mental 

health problems can change the way any person thinks, feels and acts. C
mental health problems may have serious school problems, feel
about them selves, be very fearful or nervous, or use poor judgment. 
Poor mental health can lead to other problems like fighting, drug use, 
loneliness, and suicide. 

hildren with 
 bad 

 

What causes mental health problems? 
There is no easy answer to a question about the causes of mental health problems 

because there can be many causes.  Some of the causes are biological, some are 
environmental, and some are both. Biological causes are there at birth. They may involve 
genetics, an imbalance of chemicals in the brain, or damage to the central nervous 
system. Environmental causes are the events that happen in a person’s life such as death 
of a family member, trauma, abuse, poverty, or even exposure to chemicals. 

What can I expect if my child is referred to a mental health center 
for services? 

In the past, North Carolina’s mental health programs offered direct services to 
children and their families. Under the new Mental Health Reform, these mental health 
programs’ roles have changed to help manage and develop a variety of services and 
supports across the community through private providers. Children and their families 
now have more choices in selecting who will deliver their services and supports, and the 
range of services and supports is increasing. Local mental health programs are now 
known as ‘Local Management Entities’ and the providers are known as the Provider 
Community. Now, when families seek services and supports in any county in North 
Carolina, the process should be about the same from one county to another.  

Each community must now provide a quick-access screening process to help 
families determine whether their child and/or other family members need mental health 
services and how to get them. “No wrong door” is applied to how a person receives 
services. That means that you should be able to access mental health services through 
private providers, public providers, hospitals, and family doctors.  The Local 
Management Entity (LME) will be the gatekeeper to public mental health services.  Upon 
arriving at the door, you can expect the first step to be the sharing of information. You 
will be asked questions about your child and family, including your income. The staff will  
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describe mental health services and answer your questions. They will also give you 
information about your child’s rights under the law. 

You will be asked to sign some forms to give permission for mental health service 
providers to treat your child and share information with other agencies. You will also be 
given information about the cost of services. After this screening is provided, and it is 
determined that mental health services are needed, the family will have a choice of 
providers to work with them to plan, deliver and monitor services that build on 
strengths and meet their particular needs. Families should expect to be fully informed 
about which providers offer which services and assistance in finding the ‘best fit’ for 
their unique strengths and needs. 

 
Who provides mental health services? 

As North Carolina continues to develop its Mental Health Reform, services are 
provided by various private provider agencies. Each Area Program or Local Management 
Entity works with different providers in their community, creating a Provider 
Community. As noted above, this allows families to have more choices in who provides 
their services. Families and consumers can select their care providers and/or change 
providers to get the best fit in meeting their family’s particular strengths and needs. A 
provider may be identified through: Local Management Entities, brochures, medical 
doctor/pediatrician, co-workers, family, friends, employee assistance programs, local 
school district, Department of Social Services, web sites, other child serving agencies, 
hospitals, advocacy organizations, yellow pages of phone book, NC Council Resource 
Guide, and consumers of services.  Service providers for the LME will go through a 
process of endorsement in order to have consistent, quality providers available. 

Do some investigating - check with Division of Facility Services to see if there are 
any complaints against a provider. You can call them at 919-515-2732 or visit their 
website at www.dhhs/facility-services.state.nc.us  

 
When does the System of Care process begin if my child has mental 
health needs? 

After the screening process occurs, an intensive clinical and functional face-to-face 
evaluation occurs to determine whether the individual meets the “Target Population” to 
be eligible to receive mental health services. The face-to-face evaluation is a part of 
the Diagnostic Assessment.  At least two qualified mental health professionals will make 
the determination of eligibility to receive services.  Usually, the professionals are a MD, 
PhD Psychologist, Physician’s Assistant, and/or Nurse Practioner.   
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If your child and family are eligible (meet Target Population status) to receive 
Enhanced Benefits, you can expect a case manager (or, under new Service 
Definitions, a Community Support Team Coordinator) to contact you shortly after your 
child becomes eligible for services. That individual will most likely work with you as your  
Child and Family Team Facilitator, beginning the System of Care process for children 
eligible for Enhanced Benefits under Mental Health Reform. A Child and Family Plan, 
using a person/family-centered approach, will be developed through your Child and 
Family Team. The process is described in this handbook. 

 
What are the roles of mental health professionals? 

Mental health professionals such as social workers, case managers, therapists, 
counselors, psychologists, and psychiatrists can help identify special mental health 
challenges and needs, and help to figure out the best treatment to address them. These 
professionals should participate as active members of each Child and Family Team so 
that all services and supports are coordinated for your child and family.  Listed below 
are their specialties: 
� Psychiatrists - Medical doctor that specializes in psychiatry and can write 

prescriptions. 

� Psychologist - Specialist in Psychology that do testing, evaluation, assessments, 
psychological theory, research methods, psychotherapeutic, techniques.  Usually 
responsible for developing behavior plans 

� Social workers - Help individual, families and communities overcome a variety of 
social and health problems.  Most have their master’s degree in social work.   

� Psychiatric Nurse – A Registered Nurse (RN) with extra training in mental health.  
They work with individuals, families or communities to evaluate mental health needs 
and assist other mental health professionals in treatment and referral. 

� Other Mental Health Providers -  

� Couples and family therapist - May be a psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker or 
nurse 

� Pastoral counselor - Member of the clergy who integrates religious concepts with 
training.  This professional does not require a license.   
{Adapted from Mental Health Providers: Making the Right Choice: MayoClinic.com} 

 
Who decides about services? 

When your Child and Family Team meets, you may identify many services, 
supports and resources that are needed. It is likely that your team will decide that 
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professional mental health services are needed.  Your Child and Family Team can help 
you with this process. If the all of the services that your child needs are not available, 
your CFT should put together a Child and Family Plan that includes those services and 
supports that are available, and your CFT Facilitator should seek assistance from the  
local Community Collaborative to help figure out how to modify an existing service to 
meet your child’s needs or determine how the community could create the needed 
service.  

 

What kinds of help can I get from mental health service providers? 
Each community may have some differences in the types of mental health 

services available. In general, mental health provider agencies offer testing, counseling, 
treatment, planning, education and training, crisis management, care coordination and 
management of services. The specific nonresidential and residential services that are 
offered by many mental health providers are described below. 
 
Non-Residential Services 
In a System of Care, every effort is made within the community to develop the types 
and number of non-residential services that children and their families need to remain 
together, for the child to remain safe at home, in school and in the community. 
Providers of each of these services should be expected to actively participate in the 
Child and Family Team process. 

� Prevention Services – Programs and education to keep small problems from 
developing into big ones. 

� In-Home Family Services – Education, support, counseling and training to help 
parents learn how to understand their children’s problems, how to help their 
children, and how to cope. 

� Care Coordination and Management – A service that helps families arrange and 
organize their children’s services from many agencies. Care managers are usually the 
individuals that work with children and their families to organize and run Child and 
Family Teams. (Currently, Case Managers are responsible for coordinating mental 
health care in Child and Family Teams. Under North Carolina’s Mental Health Reform, 
a service called Community Support will become available in March 2006. This will 
combine case management and one-to-one mentoring type services.) 

� Day Treatment – A program for children who can’t manage a public school setting, 
usually because they need very close supervision in a therapeutic setting. 

� Outpatient Treatment – Services such as screening and counseling for children who 
may have less severe problems and who can get along in their home setting. 
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Outpatient treatment may also be combined with other services when challenges and 
needs are more serious and complex. 

Residential Services 
In a System of Care, out of home or residential services are used as a last resort – only 
when nonresidential services are not enough. Residential services are intended to be 
short-term and used to help reach very clear goals in order to successfully reunite 
children with their families, schools and community. Providers of each of these services 
should be expected to actively participate in the Child and Family Team. 
 
� Respite – Children stay in a temporary, safe, stable environment on a planned basis 

to help give families a break from care giving in order to help keep the child in their 
home over the long term. There are also emergency respite services that can be 
available when there is a crisis at home. 

� Therapeutic Foster Care (also called Level II Homes) – Children live in a home 
with trained therapeutic parents. There are usually no more than 2 or 3 children in 
the home.  Many Level II providers will work with Child and Family Teams to find a 
best fit, including having no other children in the home.  

� Group Homes (also called Level III Homes) – Children live in a home with other 
children, often with 6 or more other children, who need treatment in a more 
intensive place. They are closely supervised and receive many services such as 
counseling and social skills training. They usually attend public school. 

� Inpatient Treatment – Children are treated in a hospital setting where they receive 
psychological and medical treatment. 

How do I know what services are the best for my child? 

Families should try to become informed about what works and what doesn’t work to 
help children and their families. For example, over the past few years, there has been a 
growing effort to understand, through research, which services and interventions make 
a positive difference for children. You may have heard the term ‘Evidence Based 
Practice’, which is the result of this research. Evidence Based Practice (EBP) refers to 
growing scientific knowledge about treatment practices and their impact on children 
with emotional or behavioral challenges. North Carolina’s Mental Health Reform requires 
that services provided to children and their families, whenever possible, be supported 
by evidence of effectiveness. While not every community has fully developed an array of 
Evidence Based Practices, it is important for families to become informed about this 
growing body of research. There are a many sources of information about Evidence 
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Based Practices; one of these, written for families, Michigan’s 2004 Association for 
Children’s Mental Health manual for parents on Evidence Based Practices9 provides the  
following description of Evidence Based Practices: 

 
“Varying criteria exist for a treatment or intervention to be considered evidence 

based. One common criterion is the efficacy of practice. There are two requirements 
for any practice to be deemed efficacious (effective). 1) The study must use a 
treatment manual. 2) The treatment group has, at a minimum, been compared to a non-
treatment control group and that the outcomes for those in treatment group were 
better than the outcomes of those who received no treatment.”  

 
� Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) 
CBT has been demonstrated to be one of the most effective treatments for youth with 
depression. It teaches youth how to change their thoughts and behaviors so they can 
change the way they feel. The result is a decrease in their depression. It is one of the 
few psychosocial treatments for depression shown to be effective in random clinical  
trials. It has been shown to be as effective as antidepressant medications for mild to 
moderate depressions in some clinical studies. 
 
� Parent Management Training (PMT) 
PMT helps parents develop the special skills needed to successfully support and maintain 
their children at home and in the community. These skills are sometimes described as 
‘advanced child behavior management skills.’ The techniques taught are based on social 
learning principles that assist families in understanding how positive and negative 
behaviors are developed and maintained by their consequences. 
 
� Multi-Systemic Therapy (MST) 
MST is a program designed to target youth between the ages of 12 to 17 who have long- 
term (chronic) violent or substance-abusing behaviors and have become juvenile 
offenders. Treatment should emphasize the positive and utilize strengths as 
opportunities for change. This program promotes responsible behavior to decrease 
irresponsible behaviors, targets well-defined problems, and changes the sequence of 
behaviors that contribute to identified problems. Frequency and duration of sessions 
are determined by family need and are usually provided in the family home. Therapists 
usually have 60 hours of contact with the family over approximately four months. 
 
� Multi-Dimensional Treatment Foster Care (MTFC) 
MTFC was developed from the foundation of Parent Management Training (PMT). The 
important components are: 
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o Increased supervision 
o Positive adult-youth relationship 
o Reduced contact with deviant peers 
o Family management skills 
 

This program attempts to decrease covert and overt anti-social behavior, increase 
appropriate behavior, and build pro-social skills. It utilizes parents, teachers, and other 
adults as change agents for the child. Individual and family therapists, as well as a 
program supervisor, contribute to the child’s treatment. Youth must progress through a 
three-level system of supervision, rules, privileges and rewards.“ 
 

Another key service that is supported by research for effectiveness is Intensive 
Case Management 10. Intensive Case Management was developed to work intensively 
with a child’s family and coordinate with teachers and other helping professionals to 
develop an individualized comprehensive service plan.  The case managers are specially 
trained to assess and coordinate the supports and services necessary to help children 
and adolescents live successfully at home and in the community. There is a 24-hours a  
day, 7-days per week response capacity. The number of children and families the case 
manager works with is small, no more than 15 at a time, and less if more intensive 
services are necessary. Case management or similar mechanisms (to be called ‘Community 
Support Services for Children and Adolescents in North Carolina’s new Service 
Definitions) are essential to ensure that multiple services are delivered in a coordinated 
and therapeutic manner and that so children and their families can move through the 
system of services in accordance with their changing strengths and needs. 
 

In North Carolina, case managers have long played the role of family helpers and 
advocates, by helping families obtain and coordinate services for their children. Many 
child serving agencies have staff that provide case management services, including 
mental health providers, local Departments of Social Services, local School Systems, 
etc.  In a System of Care, a case manager often takes on the role of the Child and 
Family Team Facilitator, but there is also a growing movement for parents to take on 
the facilitation role as well as to have independent facilitators. In any case, as 
communities in North Carolina progress in developing strong and effective local Systems 
of Care, the Child and Family Team Facilitator role is a key role to better promote the 
strengths and meet the needs of children with behavioral, education and safety 
challenges, and their families.  

 
An area of growing concern and interest about how children get along at home, 

school, and in the community is the impact of trauma. Trauma (from deaths in the 
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family, from abuse or neglect, from exposure to violence, etc.) can have a profound 
impact on how children function in their everyday lives. Trauma can be at the root of 
many problems including depression and acting out behaviors, but is often overlooked in 
assessment, diagnosis and treatment. There are special interventions and approaches  
that are most effective for assessing and treating trauma issues. You can find more 
information about trauma in the “Trauma Information Pamphlet for Parents” at the end 
of this Handbook. 

How do I know if the right services are being provided?  

Families are the experts on their child. Families know best what their child and 
family needs. Families should feel comfortable and be encouraged to ask questions about 
services and interventions. Some approaches to consider include11:  
 
� Ask for all available information about a suggested service or intervention for your 

child and family. 
� Evaluate how services so far have worked with your child and family. Have they 

helped? 
� Discuss using a service or intervention with your Child and Family Team, with other 

families, with a trusted provider who knows your child and family. Family involvement 
is critical to the success of services and interventions for children. Decisions about 
your child’s treatment and support services should be made after thorough 
discussion whenever possible. 

� Use a service or intervention on a trial basis. At the end of the trial period, the 
child’s progress will determine the service or intervention’s effectiveness and next 
steps. However, be sure you understand the length of time it usually takes for the 
service or intervention to ‘take effect’. 

� Some specific questions to consider asking and discussing with your Child and Family 
Team and professionals providing services to your child: 

o Is this an Evidence-Based Practice? If so, is there a description of the 
practice and how it works? 

o Is there an evidence-based treatment available for my child’s diagnosis? 
o If you are not recommending an evidence-based treatment, please explain 

why. 
o What changes should we expect to see? 
o How long before you think we will see these changes? 
o What is my role in treatment? 

 



How can I find out more about services in my community? 
There are many services available in North Carolina’s System of Care. Some services 

are formal services you get through agencies like mental health clinics or in-home 
counselors. Other agencies, such as local Departments of Social Services, Public Health, 

the Department of Public Instruction, the Administrative Office of the Courts, and 
Juvenile Justice provide services that some children and their families need. Some 
services are informal supports you get in your community from clubs, churches, 
recreation centers, friends, and family members. In a System of Care, all of these 
services and resources become integrated for a child and his/her family through on 
unified Child and Family Team. To learn more about resources for your child in your 
community, you can: 

� Ask your family advocate or Child and Family Team Facilitator 
� Get involved in your local Community Collaborative 
� Get referrals from professionals 
� Call your local parent support network 
� Call your local mental health center/Local Management Entity 
� Tell people what you want and what you think your child needs 
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Child and Family Teams 
 

What is a Child and Family Team? 
A Child and Family Team (CFT) is a group of people that meets 

with a child and family to set goals and plan services. The CFT is 
built around the family to make sure that each family’s strengths 
are promoted and their needs are met. Team members work together with the family to 
write a Child and Family Plan based on what the child/youth and family wants and needs. 

Who is on a Child and Family Team? 
The family is always part of the CFT. Children who are old enough to attend 

meetings, understand the process, and make choices can be on their own CFTs. The team 
can include anyone who is important in your life and who knows the strengths and needs 
of your child and family.  Team members are usually people who are part of your child’s 
education, care, custody, or treatment, and others who know your family and lend 
support. They can be: 
� Family members 
� Friends and neighbors 
� Community members 
� Members of businesses, churches, or other groups 
� Teachers and other school staff 
� Family advocates 
� Service providers (doctors, social workers, case managers, court counselors, 

teachers, school nurses, etc.) 
� Others who know your family well 

What is a family advocate? 
Everyone on your Child and Family Team will be helpful and supportive, but the family 

advocate has a special job to guide and support you as you learn your role as a team 
member and become active in the System of Care. Your advocate can help you get 
information, choose service providers, solve problems, and get ready for meetings. Your 
family advocate can also help you get in touch with other parents to share ideas and 
experiences.  The family advocate usually is a parent of a child with special needs and 
can provide support and empathy because of having walked in similar shoes like those 
you find you are wearing.   
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Should I ask friends to be on my CFT? 
A strong team is one that has a mix of family members, friends, community members, 

and service providers. As you begin getting more of the support and resources that you 
need through the System of Care, you may need fewer professionals and want more 
members who are family members and other family supporters in your neighborhood and 
community.  One of the goals of System of Care is to help families become more 
confident and able to meet the needs of their children without relying only on paid 
professionals. 

How many people are on a CFT? 
There is no set number of people on a CFT. Each team is different. Most Child and 

Family Teams have about 6 to 10 people, but teams can be bigger or smaller depending 
on what each family wants or needs.  

Who chooses team members? 
Families choose their team members with help from their Child and Family Team 

Facilitator or Case Manager. You can also ask your family advocate or others who know 
your child and family well to help you choose team members. However, if your child is 
under the legal supervision of the courts, juvenile justice, or social services, 
representatives from those systems must be part of your CFT. 

Does the team ever change? 
Teams do change. New members can be added, and sometimes members leave the 

team when their help is no longer needed.  

What does the Child and Family Team do? 

The CFT plans services to support the child and family. The CFT checks to make sure 
services and supports are working, resources are available, and suggests changes if the 
plan is not working or if different services are needed. 

What is the job of the CFT Facilitator? 
The Child and Family Team Facilitator has many responsibilities to help organize and 

manage the CFT and the planning process. Part of the facilitator’s job is to set up and 
lead team meetings. If someone misses a meeting, the CFT Facilitator makes sure that 
the person provides information for the CFT to consider and knows what happened at 
the meeting. The CFT Facilitator also makes sure everyone knows about any changes in 
the Child and Family Plan. 
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Part of the facilitator’s job is to gather and share information with all team 
members who are working with you and your child. The facilitator makes sure that all of 
the people working with you know about your Child and Family Plan and are doing their 
jobs to carry out the plan. The facilitator is also responsible, along with your family, to 
keep track of outcomes or results of the Child and Family Plan. In other words, is the 
Plan working? If not, the CFT Facilitator helps the family and the rest of the team 
adjust the Plan.  The child and family are not seen as non-compliant but the plan is 
viewed as needing adjustments. 

Who chooses the CFT Facilitator? 
The CFT Facilitator is usually a service provider from one of the agencies that is 

working with you and your child. In most cases, the CFT Facilitator is also your case 
manager, care coordinator, or social worker. If your child is eligible for mental health 
services in the System of Care, the case manager will work for a private provider 
agency. However, you might also receive certain services from the local Department of 
Social Services, in which case, an individual from Social Services could be your CFT 
Facilitator. In some cases, an individual from your child’s school might be your CFT 
Facilitator. It depends on what services your child needs and is eligible for and which 
agency is most involved in meeting your family’s needs. Your family advocate and other 
team members can help you identify the CFT Facilitator. 

Who can ask for a CFT meeting? 
Any team member can ask for a CFT meeting. Because the family knows the child 

best and spends the most time with the child, it is very likely that the family will ask for 
a CFT meeting. If your child has a change in his/her living situation, or another 
significant life event is occurring for the family, it is always good to have a CFT meeting 
to make sure you have the services and supports needed to help with the new situation. 
If there is a crisis, the family or another team member might ask for an emergency 
meeting. Team members who can’t attend an emergency meeting are expected to share 
their ideas and opinions by phone.  

When should I ask for a CFT meeting? 
You should ask for a CFT meeting whenever you feel your child’s plan needs to be 

changed, there is a problem to be solved, or a crisis occurs. You also might call a meeting 
when you want to check progress. 

 

 



Child and Family Plans 
 

What is a Child and Family Plan? 
A Child and Family Plan is a written plan that lets team m

and everyone helping your child know what is needed, what is 
expected, and who will do each part. It lists the people and 
agencies that will work with your child and family. It spells out what people will do and 
how, where, and when they will help. A Child and Family Plan should always include a 
detailed Crisis Plan that includes: 

embers 

� A description of warning signs for a crisis for your child  
� What each team member will do to help you and your child avoid a crisis 
� What each team member will do if a crisis does occur 
 

You should expect your Child and Family Plan, including your Crisis Plan, to be very 
practical and easy to understand. ‘Call 911’ is not acceptable as the only strategy for a 
Crisis Plan!! 

 
Different agencies may have different specific plans or names for plans for services 

to children. For example: the NC Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities, 
and Substance Abuse Services uses Person-Centered-Plans to develop behavioral and 
related services and supports for those eligible for Enhanced Benefits; public schools 
develop Individual Education Plans for children eligible for certain services within the 
school system.  

Who writes the Child and Family Plan? 
The Child and Family Plan is written by the Child and Family Team. Team members 

share information and work together to write a special plan (family-driven and child-
directed) for your child and family. 

 

Is the Child and Family Plan related to my child’s Individual Education 
Program (IEP)? What about plans and meetings with other agencies? 

One of the big advantages of System of Care for children and their families is the 
emphasis on coordination and integration of services and supports. In a System of Care, 
a key goal is to establish one unified Child and Family Team and one unified Child and 
Family Plan: 1 Family/1 Team/1 Plan.  
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The agencies that may provide services for your child and family have certain 
requirements that they must accomplish. For example, if your child has a learning  

disability and has an Individual Education Plan, your school system must complete certain 
activities and forms to be in compliance with the law. However, your Child and Family 
Plan is the big umbrella plan for your child. This plan should include all of the services 
from all agencies that support your child. The strengths, goals and needs regarding 
school that are in your Child and Family Plan should be built into your child’s IEP. This 
would also apply to a 504 Plan. A Child and Family Team is intended to work for the 
benefit of the child and family. Agencies should be expected to make every effort to 
meet their particular funding or rule requirements within one unified Child and Family 
Team so that families do not have to attend several different meetings or have several 
different plans for their child and family. 

How is a Child and Family Plan developed? 
A Child and Family Plan is written in steps. The steps help everyone think about your 

family’s strengths, the supports and services you need, and who should help your child 
and family. 

What are the steps to develop a Child and Family Plan? 

First know the values and guidelines for a Child and Family Plan (see appendix of this 
book). Next, begin the process: 

Step 1 
Someone asks to hold a Child and Family Team (CFT) meeting.  Your family chooses 
members of the CFT. Your CFT Facilitator and your family advocate can help you decide 
who should be on the team. 

Step 2 
Your CFT Facilitator sets up a meeting at a time and place that works best for your 
family. 

Step 3 
Your CFT meets to write your Child and Family Plan, including a Crisis Plan. All members 
sign the plan to show that they agree with and will do what it says. All members have a 
copy of the plan. 

Step 4 
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Everyone uses the plan. They do what the plan says they will do. They check to see 
what’s working and what’s not for each goal. 

Step 5 
The team changes the plan if changes are needed. 

Step 6 
The team keeps checking to make sure the plan is working 
 
How do I know the plan is working? 

It may take a while to see results, but after most services have started, you should 
begin to see and feel a difference. The differences may be small at first, but in general, 
everyone should feel organized and more in control. You will know the plan is working 
when you see progress toward goals and your child is getting better. 

What can I do if the plan isn’t working? 
First of all, be patient. It may take a while for all the services to get started, and 

then it will take time before you see any changes.  If any services are taking too long to 
get started or are not working, you should tell the CFT Facilitator that you are not 
satisfied. The CFT Facilitator should then contact the service provider agency to help 
make changes. Each agency has its own steps to let the right people know that you want 
to make changes. Talk to your CFT Facilitator or your family advocate to find out the 
best way to let the right people know your concerns. 

What is a Crisis Plan? 
Sometimes, in spite of everyone’s best efforts, problems arise that need immediate 

attention. In a System of Care, Child and Family Teams help families try to avoid crises 
and help if a crisis does occur. A Proactive Crisis Plan is an action plan that tells 
everyone how to avoid a crisis and a Reactive Crisis Plan is an action plan that tells 
everyone how to manage an actual crisis situation. 

The child and his/her family members know best what factors can lead to a crisis 
and what actions can help defuse it. The best course of action, through careful planning, 
is to identify cues of an approaching crisis and assign activities that will be carried out 
to avoid it. This proactive approach is especially important in avoiding unnecessary out 
of home placements and other restrictive interventions. The Proactive Crisis Plan should 
identify the triggers that typically set off a crisis, including the child’s crisis behavior. 
This Proactive Crisis Plan indicates who will do what to avoid the development of such 
crises.  
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At the same time, teams must always be prepared to effectively address an actual 
crisis situation when all efforts to avoid it have not worked. This is the purpose of a 
Reactive Crisis Plan – how team members react when a crisis occurs. The Reactive Crisis 
Plan spells out details about what will happen if/when a crisis does occur such as who to 
contact, where the child should go, who will take charge and what backup services will be 
used to help the child and family. If safety is an issue, a crisis plan always includes 
strategies for keeping the child and his/her family safe. Without a Crisis Plan, a child  
often ends up in an institution or residential placement when this could have been 
avoided. Such plans help everyone respond effectively and make it possible for life to 
return to normal as quickly as possible. Your Child and Family Team should review the 
Proactive and Reactive Crisis Plan at each CFT meeting and make changes as your needs 
or circumstances change, such as changes schools, changes his/her place to live, if a 
member of the family becomes seriously ill, etc. 

Example from a Backup or Crisis Plan 
Carl gets into serious trouble when he runs away from home. He steals cars, uses 

drugs, and hangs out with a gang. If Carl runs away from home: 

� His grandfather, the person he listens to best when he is upset, will be notified 
immediately. 

� His grandfather will notify the police and work with them to find him and talk to him. 

� When Carl returns, he will be put on 24-hour watch. Someone will escort him to and 
from school and be with him all day. He will be at home or with a parent after school. 

� The family will meet with the CFT Facilitator and Carl’s therapist to help him learn 
what to do when he gets the urge to run. 

� The CFT will call an emergency meeting to re-examine the Child and Family Plan and 
determine why the current plan isn’t working and how to change the plan to better 
meet Carl’s needs.  For example, how can he be kept busier with pro-social activities? 
How effective is his drug treatment? Is there a mechanic that can work with Carl to 
work on cars instead of stealing them?  

Why is a Crisis Plan important? 
A crisis plan is important because it helps everyone avoid potential crises and cope in 

a crisis situation. A Crisis Plan helps everyone react quickly to keep a problem from 
getting worse; it makes it possible for life to return to normal as quickly as possible. 

The next page shows the graph for access to services, including crisis care, within 
the Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities and Substance Abuse system. Crisis 
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services are a core service that everyone with such challenges and needs should be able 
to access. See the example on the next page describing how to access services, including 
crisis services, within Local Management Entities (furnished by DMH,DD,SAS). 
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Child and Family Team Meetings 

 

How do I get ready for a Child and Family Team? 
Your Child and Family Team (CFT) Facilitator will meet with you 

before the first CFT meeting to talk about what is important to y
family and what you hope will change for the better. You and your 
CFT Facilitator will also talk about your family’s strengths. Strengths include family
values, what your family likes to do, and what your family does well. 

our 

 

You will tell the facilitator who you think will be helpful to you and your family so the 
CFT Facilitator can help you choose people to be on your team. 

 
Who is on a Child and Family Team? 
 This is different for every family, since every family is unique. Your Child and 
Family Team should be made up of those individuals who are important in the every day 
lives of you and your child – those persons who can help you, your child, and your family 
meet your goals through a Child and Family Plan. However, you (parent/legal guardian) 
must always be part of your Child and Family Team. In fact, the CFT should never meet 
without you. You and your CFT can decide when your child attends CFT meetings, but 
he/she is also a member of the CFT. You should also have a CFT Facilitator, someone to 
help organize and manage the CFT, making sure that things planned and agreed to 
actually take place, and that the plan changes as needed. The members of your CFT 
should change as your needs change, and according to your priorities. (There is one 
exception: if your child is under supervision of Social Service, Juvenile Justice, or there 
is a court order requiring the involvement of certain individuals in his/her life, those 
persons must be represented on your CFT.) 

For example, if your child is struggling in school, someone who knows and can help 
your child from the school should be on your CFT. If your child has a mental health 
professional working with him/her, that person should be on your CFT. If your child is 
under the supervision of juvenile courts, someone from that system must be on your 
CFT. However, CFTs are not just for ‘professionals’. It is just as important to have 
other individuals important to you and your family on your CFT; for example, a neighbor 
that you turn to for support, a member of your church or synagogue, other family 
members, such as aunts, uncles, grandmothers. The members of your CFT should be 
those persons who can help you and your family reach your goals. As your goals are 
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achieved or change, you may need other persons on your CFT to meet new goals. This 
way, everyone who is working to support you and your family works together on one  

team, all at one time, so that you do not have to go to each person or organization to get 
the help and support you need. 

What happens at Child and Family Team meetings? 
At the first Child and Family Team (CFT) meeting, your team writes a plan for 

services and support. The team meets after that to review and change the plan as 
needed. Sometimes the team meets if there is a crisis that needs special attention. 

How long is a meeting? 
The first meeting usually lasts about one and a half hours, but can last longer.  It 

depends on the needs of the family. Follow-up meetings usually take less time. 

How often do we meet? 
Follow-up meetings are about once a month or as needed. “As needed” means that you 

can meet more than once a month or less than once a month according to how well the 
plan is working. 

What is my role on the team? 
Your role is to speak out to help the team write a plan that really serves your child 

and family. You do that by letting the team know what you need, what you want, and 
what “works” in your life.  You guide the team to find resources and services that really 
fit your child and family. 

Example 
One of the outcomes that you would like to see for your family is that your child 

gets along better with his younger brothers. Your CFT is helping you think about 
ways to accomplish this. You are asked to help the team understand the strengths 
and interests of your children to help develop a plan to builds on these. You explain 
that all three boys like camping and fishing. The boys seem to relax and get along 
better when they are outdoors. You are most likely the only one at the meeting who 
knows that kind of information. It is your job to tell the CFT about that family 
strength and to suggest camping activities as part of the plan or as a reward. 
Another outcome that you see as important for your son is to increase his ability to 
manage his anger. You ask the CFT to talk about counseling for your son. You know 
that he had a difficult time with a female therapist last year. Your job is to tell the 
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team what has worked or not worked in the past and to suggest what might work 
better this time. 

 
Who will help me if I don’t know what to do? 

You are part of a team, so everyone helps each other. You can ask any team member, 
your family advocate, or your CFT Facilitator for help whenever you have a question or 
have to make a tough decision. Each step along the way, you can ask your team for 
information and help. You should be able to count on your team to understand your 
strengths, challenges, needs and concerns. 

Who sets up the meeting? 
The CFT Facilitator contacts all the team members to set up a meeting. Anyone can 

ask the facilitator to organize a meeting. 

How are decisions made at meetings? 
Your team will have a process for discussing issues and reaching agreement. Teams 

try to have everyone agree about decisions. If the whole team doesn’t agree, it’s the 
Facilitator’s job to help resolve disagreements. If disagreements are not getting 
resolved, your team may need the help of supervisors, a neutral mediator, or a trained 
CFT or wraparound coach. 

What happens at the first meeting? 
At the first meeting you will: 

1. Review the outcomes your family wants to achieve; 
2.  Review your family’s strengths, assets and preferences; 
3. Find out what your family wants to improve and what you need to overcome any 

barriers to make these improvements; 
4. Develop a plan to help you get what you need to accomplish the outcomes. 

What are the exact steps of the meeting? 

Step 1. Meet the team 
Everyone will introduce themselves and tell how they know your child and family. 
Sometimes team members will say how they think they can help and what strengths they 
bring to the team. 

Step 2. Talk about your family’s goals – the outcomes you want to achieve 
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Your CFT Facilitator will ask you what you want to achieve for your child and family. The 
facilitator may ask you to look into the future and talk about how you would like things 
to be different in six months or a year. 

Examples of Goals/Outcomes 

A parent might say: 
“In six months I want my son to go to school every day and get along with other 
kids.” 
“In six months I want my daughter to tell me when she is upset before she loses 
her temper and hits her sister.” 
A child might say: 
“In six months I want to have a job.” 
“In a year I want to be living with my family all the time.” 

Meeting these outcomes will determine whether or not your Child and Family Plan is 
working. They should be reviewed at each CFT meeting. If these outcomes are not being 
met, the team should discuss whether the plan needs to be changed.  

Step 3. Talk about your family’s strengths 
Your team will share what they know about your family’s strengths, assets, and 
preferences. This is a chance for all team members to get to know your family better. 
The CFT Facilitator will review your family’s strengths, assets and preferences and 
write them on a flipchart. Team members may add things to the list. (See the section on 
Family Strengths in this handbook.) The team will work with you to use your strengths, 
assets and preferences to help achieve your goals and outcomes. 

Step 4. Choose areas (life domains) for the plan 
Your team will help you choose the areas of your child’s life you want to plan for first. 
Usually families choose the two or three areas that are most troubling right now. 

Some areas (life domains) are: 

� Behavior – how your child acts and feels and how he gets along with others 
� Health – physical (and dental) well-being or illness and any medical or other health 

care that is needed 
� Education – how, what, and where your child is educated or trained for a job and 

independent living. 
� Social (friends) – relationships and activities with others 
� Living arrangements (residence) – where and with whom your child lives 
� Legal – anything related to laws, rights, courts, probation, and custody 
� Safety – protection from harm to self or others 
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NOTE – When children or families are required by law to be involved in certain services 
(for example, Child Protective Services or Juvenile Court services), these requirements 
must be a top priority for the Child and Family Team and the Child and Family Plan. 

Step 5. List and prioritize your needs 
Say what you think needs to happen in order to reach the goals. 

Examples 
� In order for Bruce to meet the goal of succeeding in school, he will NEED to 

be able to follow school rules and do his school work. 
� In order for Kendra to improve her social relationships, she will NEED to get a 

driver’s license. 
 

Step 6. List any challenges or barriers and who can help 
What stands in the way of getting these needs met? Who can help you address these 
challenges and help you get the services, supports or resources that you need? Are 
those people on your CFT? Your CFT Facilitator will help contact any individuals who 
need to be on the team. 
 
Step 6. Develop strategies for each need you identified 
Strategies are the action steps that say how each need can be addressed so that 
barriers are overcome and goals can be met. The best strategies are those that use 
existing strengths to overcome challenges and meet a need. You and everyone on your 
Child and Family Team will offer ideas about what strategies to use. Then the team will 
help you choose the best strategies to write into the plan. 

Example  
� Bill says he is lonely and wants to make new friends. (need) 
� Bill is very shy in social groups (challenge/barrier) 
� You know that Bill is a good runner and enjoys being outside. (strength & 

preference) 
� One action step (strategy) could be to help Bill join the track team. 
� The track team coach might be the best person to carry out the action step. 
� Enlist the track team coach to help Bill find a role on the track team, with the 

CFT’s support. 

Step 7. Develop a Crisis Plan 
The team will write another plan that spells out what usually happens when a crisis is 
brewing, including the ‘triggers’ that have set off crises in the past. They will spell out 



who will do what to defuse such a crisis. There is also a plan developed that spells out 
who will do what if a crisis or an emergency does occur. The crisis plan is a safety net. 
It tells everyone what to do to help you help your child when the usual strategies are 
not working. 

Step 8. Make assignments 
Each team member will have a job to help carry out your Child and Family Plan. Some 
team members will help your child directly at home, at school, or in the community. Some 
team members will get more information or talk to others and get them to help. Of 
course, you and your child will also have assignments since you are key members of the 
team. 

Example of an Assignment 

Mrs. Crisp, the school counselor, will meet with all school staff that work with 
James to tell them about the plan and a new behavior contract. She will teach 
them how to use the contract, record points, and help James succeed in his 
behavior contract. 

Step 9. Set up the next meeting 
The last step is to choose a date, place, and time for the next meeting, or to set a 
schedule for several meetings. 
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Family & Team Strengths 
 

What does ‘strengths-based’ mean and how is it different? 

Focusing on strengths changes the entire system of services and 
supports for children and their families. A strength-based philosophy 
represents a significant shift in the way service providers’ view and 
work with families. For the past fifty years, professionals have been 
taught and reinforced for identifying problems and offering solutions - building a 
problem-focused approach. Gradually, more and more human service providers are 
making the shift to a strength-based orientation. The family strengths approach 
encourages service providers and entire service systems to support and reinforce family 
functioning rather than focusing on individual or family deficits. Systems that shift 
from a deficit-based to a strength-based orientation communicate the following 
attitudes and beliefs. 

 
� All families have strengths. Their strengths are unique and depend on the family's 

beliefs, cultural background, ethnicity, socioeconomic background, and other factors. 
� The absence of particular competencies within families or individuals should not be 

seen as a failure or inadequacy on the part of the family or individual.  Sometimes 
the formal or informal human service system does not promote opportunities for a 
family to display or learn competencies they need. 

� Families with problems are not “broken” and “needing to be fixed.”  A strength-based 
orientation means that families are approached in ways that focus and build on the 
positive aspects of functioning.  Providers not only accept but highly value individual 
differences among families and family members. 

� The goal of intervention is not “doing for people.”  The goal is to work with families 
as partners in order to help them become less dependent on agencies.  This means 
that professionals are not viewed as experts that are expected to solve a family’s 
problems. 

 
Working with children and families as full partners not only makes good sense, but is 

beginning to be supported by research as making a positive difference to achieve better 
results for children, families, and professionals assisting them. Portland State 
University gathered the following findings 12 about challenges, needs and results of 
family partnerships within service planning and delivery teams: Comprehensive plans that 
are developed with genuine family input are more likely to have realistic goals, to include 
creative and flexible strategies, and to promote a sense of family ownership. When the 
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process is truly family-driven and child-directed, it is more likely that the plan will meet 
the individual needs of the families, build on their strengths, and respect their culture.  

 
However, there are many challenges to making this ‘best practice’ a reality. Part of 

the challenge is the ‘power differential’ between family members and ‘professionals’ on 
teams. Even if family members have relatively high status outside of meetings, their 
status within meetings is likely to be deflated because of team members’ tendency to 
see the family in terms of its needs and deficits. Most teams need specific, concrete 
ways to make sure the family’s perspective is truly represented in the planning process. 
Some of these strategies can include:  
 
� Provide opportunities for family members to speak first and last during discussions 
� Checking back in with families after any decision 
� Using a family advocate to support the family perspective 
� Encourage families to ‘tell their stories’ at the team meetings 

� A family’s story can contain important information about hopes, goals, 
strategies and resources 

� Families can talk at each meeting about how things are really going 
� Supporting families to ‘tell their stories’ by allowing them to talk in an open-ended, 

narrative way about their experiences helps them and their team get the bigger 
picture and gauge what’s working and what’s not working. 

If your community is not using some of the strategies described above to help create 
true family partnerships and to promote family voice and choice, you may want to help 
them figure out ways to change these practices so that everyone gets better results. 
You could consider talking to your CFT Facilitator and your local Community 
Collaborative about these ideas. 

What are “family strengths”? 
Family strengths are all the activities, feelings, discussions, and supports that hold a 

family together and make it strong. Family strengths can be little things like watching 
TV together, or big things like sharing chores or solving problems together. 

What is a strengths inventory? 
A strengths inventory is a set of questions to help family members think about their 

strengths and preferences. An inventory is not meant to pry into personal issues. It is 
meant to help family members talk about all the activities they like to do, how they like 
to do them, and everything they do well. It also helps families think about the people in 
their lives who can help and support them. 
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Will I complete a strengths inventory? 
Before your first CFT meeting, your Child and Family Team Facilitator will ask you 

questions to learn about your family’s strengths and preferences. In the System of  
Care, services and supports are built around family strengths and preferences, so it will 
be helpful for you and your team to talk about these from the very beginning. 

What if I can’t answer the questions? 
Don’t worry. A strengths inventory is not a test. There are no “right” or “wrong” 

answers. You may think of some strengths and preferences as you get to know your team 
better and feel free to bring them up then.  Also, you team members may help you 
identify and remember strengths that you have forgotten. 

What if I don’t want to answer the questions? 
You can say as much or as little as you want. Most people really like doing a strengths 

inventory because it gives them a chance to think and talk about what they like to do 
and the good things in their lives. 

What kinds of questions will I be asked? 
A strengths inventory asks questions to help you think about many different kinds of 

family strengths and preferences. Some examples are: 

� What does your family do for fun? 
� What makes you laugh? 
� What is one thing you really like about your family? 
� Whom do you talk to when you have a problem? 
� What is your neighborhood like? 
� How do you prefer to get together with friends? 
� What times are best for you to talk through how things are going for your children? 

Can I do a strengths inventory on my own? 
Certainly you can think about your family’s strengths and preferences whenever you 

want to, but most people don’t. People usually think about “problems” and what needs to 
be “fixed.” It’s a good idea to start thinking about all the things that are “working” and 
how they can be used to make life better. 

Does every family have strengths? 
Of course! Every person and every family has strengths. Sometimes we may not see 

the strengths right away, but they are there.  In fact, some of the things we think are 
“problems” can have strengths hidden in them. 
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What are some examples of strengths? 
Family strengths are all the activities, habits, skills, interests, attitudes, and 

behaviors that make your family strong and help you cope. 

Examples of Family Strengths 

� Talk openly about problems 
� Have friends and close relatives who can help 
� Share chores 
� Eat meals together 
� Know how to have fun (games, sports, TV) 
� Laugh together 
� Stand up for (protect) each other 

Examples of a Child’s Strengths 
� Enjoys explaining how things work to younger children 
� Has a good sense of humor 
� Able to find things that others lose around the house 
� Likes to draw and paint 

 
Example of a Hidden Strength 

Bud talks back to his mother. That’s rude behavior. But it is good that he can 
speak his mind. Bud should learn better ways to speak out, but he has the 
strength of being able to let others know what he is thinking. 

 

Team Strengths 

How can I be sure I am choosing the best people to be on my CFT? 
There are many people who can be helpful to you and your child, but some will be 

better than others for your CFT. You should think about what you want your team to do, 
then choose people who have the knowledge, interest, and skills to help right now. 

What are team strengths? 
Team strengths are the many ideas, skills, and attitudes your team members can use 

to help you and your family.  Each member of the team will have different strengths. 

One may already be helping your child, one may know a lot about school programs, and 
another may know a lot about community resources. 



How do I know my team’s strengths? 
You already know something about the people on your team, but you may want to ask 

them a few questions to find out more. You can give your team a strengths inventory to 
help everyone learn more about how they can help. 

What questions should I ask? 
You can ask team members questions about their interests, their experiences, and 

why they want to be on your team. Use some of the questions below or make up your 
own. 

� What special training or skills do you have that will be useful for my team? 
� Have you written Child and Family Plan like this before? 
� How do you think you can help my child and family? 
� Have you helped other children and families like mine? 
� What do you do best at meetings? 
� Are you an advocate for children and families? 
� What age children do you work with best? 
� What is one thing you really like about my child or family? 
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Advocacy & Communication  

 

What is advocacy? 
Advocacy is helping people get the services they need and g

them support along the way. Advocacy is teaching and advisin
iving 

g. 

What do advocates do? 
s. An advocate might help you get ready for meetings, go 

to 

Who will advocate for my family? 
l te for your family in different ways. In the 

Sy
our 

 

How can I be an advocate for my child? 
y time you do or say anything to 

imp r 

How can I become a better advocate? 
I  

KNOW 
your rights. 

ducation laws. 

stem of Care can do to help. 

ASK 
k questions. 

xplain abbreviations or jargon they use. 

Advocates help in many way
meetings with you, teach you about your rights, gather information, encourage you, or 

speak out on behalf of you and your family. 

Many people, inc uding you, can advoca
stem of Care, each family usually chooses one person to be their special family 

advocate. You can choose anyone who you feel will be supportive and helpful to be y
advocate. It is a good idea to choose someone who has had experience in the System of
Care. 

You already are an advocate for your child. Ever
rove your child’s education or quality of life, you are advocating. When you ask fo

services or tell someone what your child wants or needs, you are advocating. When you 
go to school meetings and write plans, you are advocating for your child. 

t’s as easy as K A T: KNOW – ASK – TELL 

� Know 
� Know the special e
� Know your roles. 
� Know what the Sy

� As
� Ask people to e
� Ask for help. 
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� Tell people about your child’s strengths. 
� Tell people what you want (goals). 
� Tell people what your child needs. 
� Tell people what is working and what is not. 
 
How will good communication help my child and family? 

If you want to participate fully in the team and be an effective advocate for your 
child, you must be a good communicator.  Good communication helps you tell others your 
ideas and feelings. Good communication skills give you power and control. 

What if I’m not good at expressing myself? 
You don’t have to be the world’s best speaker to be a good communicator or 

advocate. What you need are facts and confidence. If you go into meetings knowing your 
rights and what you want, you will do well. Here are a few tips: 

Be prepared

TELL 

 
� Go to meetings with a clear idea of what you want to get done. 
� Think about what you want to say and how you will say it. 
� Get your records in order. 
� Talk to someone to find out how the meeting will be run. 
� Bring an advocate if you need help. 

Use two-way communication 
Remember that communication is a two-way street. Be ready to listen and understand 
the point of view of other team members. 

Keep your emotions in check 
You will communicate better if you stay calm and stick to the facts. Even when you are 
angry or upset, you should be polite. 

Talk about issues, not people 
A good rule is to say nothing personal. There may be people you don’t like or trust, but 
you should not attack them. Stick to the issues. Talk about things that can be changed. 

Example 
Say: “This kind of help is not working for my child.” 
Not: “You are a BAD teacher.” 
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can I get my message across to others? 
 passive, aggressive, and assertive. You can 

 rn how to be assertive. 

How 
There are three types of communication:

be a powerful communicator if you lea

Passive is too weak. 
� You avoid the problems. 
�
�

he problem. I 
guess waiting won’t hurt.” 

Ag

You let others speak for you. 
You agree to everything, even things you don’t really like. 
Example 
“We’ll wait and see how Janice does next year. Maybe she’ll outgrow t

gressive is too strong. 
� You don’t care about the rights and feelings of others. 
� You attack people, not problems. 
� You make demands, not requests. 

ontrol your emotions. 

ntil next year to get help 
 enough. If I have to wait, I’ll see you in court.” 

� You don’t c
Example 
“Who do you think you are to tell me that I have to wait u
for Janice? That’s not good

A sertive is just right.s  
� You focus on problems and solutions. 

stly and openly. 

“I think it would be a mistake to wait until next year to begin Janice’s speech 
d find a private specialist to help her right now. As soon as 

 

of their responsibilities. You can focus on solving problems. 

Will p
Assertive people are not rude. They let others know what they are thinking, but they 

don’t attack people or their ideas. 

� You express yourself hone
� You express your feelings while controlling anger. 

Example 

therapy. The school shoul
the school’s speech therapist has an opening, we can let her continue Janice’s 
services.” 

How can I be assertive?
You can be assertive by saying what you want or need or believe in an honest way 

that respects the rights of others.  You can learn about your rights and remind others 

eople think I’m rude if I’m assertive? 
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Do I have to get “tough” to be assertive? 
Assertive people are “tough” only in the sense that they are firm and self-confident. 

They stand up for what they know is right, but they don’t bully others. They don’t say 
an it, but they are not stubborn. 

ssertive? 
 lack self-confidence, or 
n learn to be assertive. 

Her

� Say what you really want to say. 
� Ask and suggest, don’t whine or plead. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“yes” unless they me

Why is it hard to be a
It is hard to be assertive because many people feel guilty,

are bit of letting others tell them what to do. You cain the ha
e are some tips: 

� Relax, stay calm. 
� Be firm, not angry or stubborn. 
� Focus on your goal. 
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 help you tell 
o , and they can be a record 
of 

I write? 
s, state a problem, ask questions, or tell 

feelings. 

r? 
Letters do not have to be fancy or clever. They just have to have certain 

formation. Following is a list of things to put in your letters: 

Date you are writing the letter 
Your name and address (phone number if you ask someone to call you) 
Name and address of the person you are writing to 
Your child’s name 
Information about the problem or issue 
Questions or requests 
A restatement of an
When you expect to hear back 
Thank you 

Writing Letters  

 

Letters are a good way to get things done. They
thers what is going on or what you want

a decision or agreement. Always remember to keep a copy of each 
letter for your own personal files. 

What kinds of letters should 
You can write letters to ask for service

others your ideas or 

What should I put in a lette

in

�
�
�
�
�
�
� y decisions or agreements 
�
�
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Sample Letter Asking for an Evaluation 
Your Address 
City, State, Zip 
Date 
Name of Principal 
Name of School 
Address of School 
C
 

ity, State, Zip 

Dear (principal’s name): 

I d is having problems with his schoolwork. I think  am a parent of (child’s name). My chil
he eceive may have special needs. Please refer him for testing to find out if he can r
special education services or related services. 

I would appreciate hearing from you within the next ten days.  Please call me at (phone 
number) if you have any questions about my request. 

Sincerely, 
Your name 
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cumenting a Phone Call Sample Letter Do
Your Address 
City, State, Zip 
Date 
Name of Person 
Job Title 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
 
Dear (person’s name): 

Thank you for talking with me today about (child’s name). I understand that you are 
concerned about _____________. As I said on the phone, I am concerned about 
___________.  You feel that ______________________ will help. The 
____________ (mental health provider/court counselor/Social Services worker, etc.) 
has agreed to _________________________.  I also said that I would 
_________________________________. 
 
Thank you for your time and help. 
Sincerely, 
Your name 
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Sample Letter Asking for Information 
Your Address 
City, State, Zip 
Date 
Name of Person 
Job Title 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
 
Dear Dr. _______: 

My son (child’s name) has been taking (name of medication) that you prescribed to help 
control his mood swings. The medication is making him sleepy at school. He seems less 
nervous, but he is sleepy all the time and can’t do his school work. 

I would like more information about my son’s medication and its side effects. I would 
like written information that I can share with his teachers. 

Please send information as soon as possible. Call me at home (phone number) if you have 
questions. 

Sincerely, 
Your name 
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ces 

l 
chool 
f School 

Sample Letter Asking for School Servi
Your Address 
City, State, Zip 
Date 
Name of Principa
Name of S
Address o
City, State, Zip 
 
Dear (principal’s name): 

I am writing to ask for (speech therapy) for (child’s name).  (Speech therapy) is part of 
my child’s IEP, but he has not had this service yet. Please let me know when his (speech 
therapy) will begin. 

Without (speech therapy) my child is not receiving an “appropriate” education to meet 
his needs. The Community Medical Center will give my child (speech therapy) for $50.00 
an hour. If the school cannot give my child (speech therapy), I will take him to the 
medical center. Please send me the forms for billing the school for my child’s services. 

I hope to hear from you this week. It is best to call me at (phone number) before 8:00 
a.m. or after 7:00 p.m.  Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 
Your name 
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Remember that it is very important to develop a file with important information 
a ild become excellent historians 

services, and what worked and what didn’t.  The file will also serve as a 
esting and receiving services.  Nothing helps with accountability like 

entation.  Remember to write it down and keep it where you can find it.   

er that there are many laws that protect children with special 
s. The school system has several important ones related to the 

ecial needs child.  IDEA – Individual Disabilities Education Act, which 
rotects the rights of children with disabilities, and FAPE – Free and Appropriate 

E s that a child will receive a free public education. Along with 
 

laws say so ong advocacy role for your child.  A list of other 

i

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

bout your child’s care.  This can help you and the ch
about previous 
timeline for requ
docum
 

Also, rememb
challenges and need
education of a sp
p

ducation Act guarantee
IDEA and FAPE, a new law has taken effect, it is the No Child Left Behind law which is a
Federal law regulating the education of children.  There are many concerns surrounding 
this law.  It is very important that you as a parent or caregiver learn what each of these 

 you can provide a str
Advocacy Organizations is provided later in this Handbook, along with how to find out 
more information about important laws. The Advocacy Organizations will be able to help 
you understand laws that protect your child’s rights n school as well as other child 
serving organizations.  
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ell on its way to moving from a dream to a reality. Within Mental 
He

 
, 

bout 

rk 
ts across systems. According to the Administration for Children 

d Families (federal DHHS, 2005): “The System of Care approach was originally 
reated to address the needs of children with serious emotional disturbances. This 
pproach is based on the development of a strong infrastructure of interagency 
ollaboration, individualized strengths-based care, cultural competence, child and family 
volvemen
ssential elements of any successful child and family service delivery system, including 
hild welfare. The Systems of Care approach is now being used to address needs 
entified by States' CFSRs and improve outcomes for children and families involved 
ith child welfare.” (http://nccanch.acf.hhs.gov/profess/systems/learn/outcomes.cfm) 

 
The foundation is laid and the work lies ahead. North Carolina’s State Legislature has 

ecently required System of Care approaches for children and their families. These laws 
re listed later in the Handbook. The State Collaborative for Children and Families 
ontinues to work to identify and resolve issues surrounding a seamless system of care. 
ome join us in the adventure as we make North Carolina a place where children and 
outh grow up in their homes, schools and communities. You can do this by attending 
our community’s local Community Collaborative to learn more about how System of Care 
 being implemented in your community, share this handbook with others, and work as a 
artner with families and professionals in your community to build a strong and 
ffective System of Care. 

 
 
 

A System of Care for children and families in North Carolina is 

Where we are in Developing System of Care 
in North Carolina 

w
alth Reform, the Children’s Mental Health plan embraces the 

System of Care Model as a new way of doing business statewide. 
Different child serving agencies are developing initiatives that adhere to the System of
Care approach. Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports(PBIS) for the schools
judges training in SOC for Administrative Office of the Courts, SOC and Multiple 
Response System (MRS.) for the Department of Social Services; Community Based care 
for Youth Development Centers and Comprehensive Strategies for the Department of 
Juvenile Justice Delinquency and Crime Prevention, and School Based Mental Health 
Centers for Public Health. See the chart on the next page for more information a
key reforms across North Carolina’s child serving systems.  

 
These reforms provide the ideal opportunity to use the System of Care framewo

to unify all these effor
an
c
a
c
in t, community-based services, and accountability. These principles are 
e
c
id
w

r
a
c
C
y
y
is
p
e
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MODEL SIMILAR NG SYSTEMS  
AS PART O OLINA13

ITIES ACROSS CHILD/FAMILY SERVI
F SYSTEMS REFORM IN NORTH CAR

EDUCATION:  MENTAL HEALTH: Mental SOCIAL SERVICES: JUVENILE JUSTICE:
Positive Behavioral  

Supports 
Health  
Reform

Multiple Response 
Systems 

The Comprehensive  
Strategy 

K
Ref
Mo

creating and sustaining and parent and child advocacy 
se to 

initial reports of child 

The comprehensive strategy 
is based on the 

on a risk and resource 
assessment, immediate 
interventions, and a range of 

uated 

 and are 

ent

ey 
orm
dels 

Positive Behavior 
Support (PBS) is an 
application of a 
behaviorally based 
systems approach that 
enhances the capacity 
of schools, families, and 
communities to design 
effective environments 
that improve the link 
between research-
validated practices and 
the environments in 
which teaching and 
learning occurs. 
Attention is focused on 

The NC State Plan (2003, 
chapter 4 & CMH Plan) 
requires a coordinated system 
of supports and services for 
children with behavioral and 
emotional disorders and their 
families to implement 
wraparound and family-
centered approaches. This 
includes development of local 
broad-based, community-
focused service systems with 
participation and contribution 
from a variety of public 
organizations, non-profit 
agencies, citizen stakeholders 

The Multiple 
Response System is 
an effort to reform the 
entire continuum of 
child welfare in North 
Carolina, from intake 
through placement 
services. The reform 
is based upon the 
application of family 
centered principles of 
partnership through 
seven strategic 
components of MRS. 
MRS allows for more 
than one respon

establishment of a 
continuum of juvenile 
delinquency prevention, 
early intervention, and 
graduated sanctions 
programs that are built on 
research, driven by data, 
and focused on outcomes. 
The continuum starts with 
prenatal prevention and 
includes community based 
prevention services based 

primary (school-wide), 
secondary (classroom), 
and tertiary (individual) 
systems of support that 
improve behavior for all 
children and youth by 
making problem 
behavior less effective, 
efficient, and relevant, 
and desired behavior 
more functional. 

organizations. The 
participation of all these 
partners is necessary to 
efficiently and effectively 
respond to mental health 
needs of children, in the 
context of their families, 
schools, and community. 
At the core of this system 
are the Child and Family 
Teams responsible for 
implementing and managing 
the family-centered 
wraparound plans. 

maltreatment. graduated sanctions that 
include institutional care and 
aftercare services. The 
prevention, early 
intervention, and grad
sanctions services and 
strategies are key points
along the continuum
designed to reduce and 
control the risk factors that 
contribute to delinqu
behavior and ensure public 
safety 

Princ
of
Mo

iples 
the 
del 

� Teach and 
encourage 
respectful,
responsible
behaviors. 

� Use data 
continuously to 
support decision-
making.

� Create an 
individualized, total 
school climate that 
supports staff and 
student behavior 
and encourages 
family engagement. 

� Interagency Collaboration 
� Individualized Strengths-

Based Care 

� Partnership is a 
process

� Everyone has 
� Cultural Competence 
� Child and Family 

Involvement 
� Community-Based 

Services
� Accountability 

strengths
� Everyone needs 

to be heard 
� Judgments can 

wait 
� Partners share 

power 
� Everyone desires 

respect

� Intervene immediately
and effectively when 
delinquent behavior 
occurs

� Support core social 
institutions 

� Promote delinquency 
prevention 

� Identify and control the
small group of serious, 
violent, and chronic 
juvenile offenders 
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For more inf olina for 
children and their families, and laws port children and 
their families, see the following website
 
� For more information on laws that protect children in public education and Positive 

t
w hools.o

 
ormation on exciting initiatives in North Car

 that help sup
s: 

Behavioral Supports you can visit the Department of Public Ins ruction’s web site: 
w w.ncpublicsc rg and information on P

.org/ec/behavioral/in
o u

ww ls itia ha
sitive Behavior S
tives/postivebe

pports go to  
vior/programsw.ncpublichschoo   

ent to services vis
ical Assistance at 

 
� Fo ut g Med em it  

th He e d
th

r information abo
e Department of 
eir web site:  www.dhhs.state.nc.us/dma/

 Children receivin
alth and Human Servic

icaid as an entitl
s Division of Me

 
� For more information about the State Mental v

Person/Family- Cente   C the 
St pl e  H
Di e l Disabilities, and Subs  
at w mhddsas

 Health Plan, Ser
Care, Community
nt of Health and

ice Definition, 
ollaboratives and 
uman Services 

tance Abuse Services

red Planning, System of
ease visit the Departm
alth, Developmenta
w.dhhs.state.nc.us/

ate Collaborative 
vision of Mental H
 their web site:  w  and click onto Child and Family  

ww s/ amily/indexw.dhhs.state.nc.u mhddsas/childandf     
 
� For more information about the Department of Health and Human Services, Division 

of SO rant and Multiple Respo
their website:  www.d

 Social Services C Child Welfare G
hhs.state.nc.us/dss

nse System go to 
  

 
� For more information about the Administrative Office of the Courts go to their 

e ccourW bsite:  www.n ts.org  
 
� For more information about the Division of Pu e

 w th.co
blic Health go to th ir website:  

ww.ncpublicheal m  Wome
rams a
click onto n’s a l

about h Prog nd other services
 
� For more information about the Department o De

Prevention’s community based care, moving from punishment to treatment, go to 
their 

nd Children’s Hea
 

th to learn more 
 School Healt

f Juvenile Justice linquency and 

website at:  www.ncdjjdp.org click on Community Programs 
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For more information about laws that help protect the rights of children and 

 
he NC Legislature that promote 

 
.html

�
families, visit the Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law website at: 
http://www.bazelon.org/ 

For more information on recent laws passed by t�
System of Care approaches such as Child and Family Teams, you can review two 
important Session Laws passed in 2005:  

ewedo the Comprehensive Treatment Services Program legislation can be vi
at: http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2005/Bills/Senate/HTML/S622v9  

ml

(see Section 10.25.(b) on page 137) 
o the Collaboration Among Departments of Administration, Health and Human 

Services, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and Public 
Instruction on School-Based Child and Family Team Initiative legislation 
can be viewed at: 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2005/Bills/Senate/HTML/S622v9.ht  

 
 

(see Section 6.24.(a) on page 34) 



Agencies & Organizations  

 

AL FAMILY RESOURCES 

Au
As
239 Sout
Asheville, NC
828-236-154
1-800-70

 
Autism Soci
Charlotte of
1300 Baxter

harlotte, NC 28204 
04-941-6992 

1800-869-2762(NC only) 
 
Autism Society of North Carolina 
Hickory office 
3719 34th Avenue Place NE 
Hickory, NC 28601 
828-256-1566 
1800-372-2762 (NC only) 
 
Autism Society of North Carolina 
Greensboro office 
120 West Smith Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
336-333-0197 
1-800-785-1035 (NC only) 
 
Autism Society of North Carolina 
Greenville office 
3487-B South Evans Street 
Greenville, NC 27834 
252-756-1313 

LOC
 

tism Society of North Carolina 
heville office 

h French Broad Avenue 
 28801 
7 

8-3337 (NC only) 

ety of North Carolina 
fice 
 Street 

Suite 260 
C
7
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800-357-2762 (NC on
 
utism Society of North Carolina 

L n
8 James Street, Office C, 1  Floor 

arolina 

27 Wilkin Drive 

 only) 

rth Carolina 
ice 

e 
ilmington, NC 28403 

 (NC only) 

gether  

19-663-2370 

s United 
 St. 

1- ly) 

A
auri burg office 

st12
Laurinburg, NC 28352 
910-277-2887 
1-888-576-2762 (NC only) 

lish Bilingual-Spanish/Eng
 
Autism Society of North C
Sanford office 
9
Sanford, NC 27330 
919-777-9095 
1-866-563-2762 (NC
 

Autism Society of No
Wilmington off
4701-1 Wrightsville Avenu
W
910-332-0261 
1-800-664-2762
 
Chatham County To
PO Box 1101 
Pittsboro, NC 27312 
9
Bilingual Services 
 
Cleveland County Familie
Address: 201 W. Marion
Rm # 306 
Shelby, NC 28151 
Phone: 704-481-8637 
Lohorsey2@aol.com 
County: Cleveland 
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9 West Franklin St. 

Connections Family Program
10
Rockingham, NC 28379 
910-895-9553 
Email: lisacouncilcase@yahoo.com
           Jmartin58@carolina.rr.com  

rthstone@aol.com           Farmhea    
nty, and Montgomery County 

amily Advocacy Network 
te F 

10 
83/919-942-2128 

hoac.com

Richmond County, Anson Cou

F
Address: 302 West Weaver St., Sui
Carrboro, NC 275
Phone: 919-942-80
E-mail: www.lindab@m
E-mail: www.cindyw@mhoac.com
E-mail: www.lindac@mhaoc.com
Website: www.mhaoc.com

Families Supporting Families  
ue 

70 

net

Address: 1322 Roanoke Aven
Roanoke Rapids, NC 278
Phone: 252-535-4000 
Fax: 252-535-2206 
E-mail:  SOCFSF@schoollink.
County: Halifax 
 

F.I.R.S.T 
828-277-1315 
877-633-3178 
Fax: 828-277-1321 
Email: Janet@FIRSTwnc.org
Buncombe, Henderson, Madison and Yancey 

 Road,  
 

61 
on-profit organization that works with individuals with developmental disabilities and 

their families to help them achieve what they want to see happen in their life. We can 

 

First In Families 
Address: 400 Randolph
Charlotte, NC 28212
Phone: 704-536-66
N
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ls and financial assistance. Call for eligibility 

 

39-3224 

Forsyth, Stokes, and Davie Counties

yahoo.com

assist with resources, referra
requirements. 
 

Gaston County Families United
Phone: 704-867-9248 
E-mail: sutiss@carolina.rr.com 
County: Gaston 

NAMI Young Families 
SEARCH 
PO Box 455 
Southern Pines, NC 28388
Telephone 910 673-7800; 910-6
Moore and Hoke Counties
 
NAMI Young Families 

395 Janet Avenue
Winston-Salem, NC 27104
Telephone 336 765-6059
E-mail: slbennettyfc@
 
NAMI Young Families 
Henderson, Transylvania, Rutherford, and Polk Counties 

treet 
 NC 28726 

96-2628 
mchsi.com

202 Regan S
East Flat Rock,
Telephone 828 6
E-mail: trulyblessed@
Youth group, young children’s social club, and support for parents 

24 

 
AMI Young Families N

Buncombe County 
10 Timberleaf Drive 
Fletcher, NC 28732 
Telephone 828-687-96
E-mail: dave@wordshoppe.com
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906 Highland Grove Drive 

lsouth.net

NAMI Young Families 
Guilford County
5
Summerfield, NC 27358 
Telephone: 336-643-8752 
E-mail: kimfriedle@bel
 

North Carolina Families United 
02/103 

92-1321 

907 Barra Row Suites 1
Davidson, NC 28036 
Phone: 704-8
Cell: 910-331-6092 
Email: phsolomon@earthlink.net
Website: www.familiesunited.org
 

One Voice For Families  
Phone: 828-369-2017 
E-mail: ktcct@msn.com  
Smokey Mountain area 

harlotte, NC 28211 

bellsouth.net

 

Parent VOICE 
3500 Ellington Street Room # 7 
C
704-336-7128 
704-905-7016 
Email: Parentvoice@
County: Mecklenburg 
Who Served:  Helping families of youth with serious, emotional, behavioral or mental 

ounty 

k.net

health concerns in Mecklenburg C

Randolph County Family Support 
513-D White Oak St 

3 Asheboro NC 2720
Vickiew336@earthlin
336-629-9550 
Fax 336-629-9570 
Assists parents with school-ag
offering support groups, appropriate resource

ed children with emotional and behavior problems by 
s and information, referrals, advocacy by 

accompanying family members to IEP meetings, and other appointments with the hope of 
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erstanding and working relationships between families and 
he System of Care. We provide workshops on various mental health  

nd support for families, professionals and others in the 
these issues that include clinical information and practical 

help improve the lives of these children and lessen the 
y. Our quarterly newsletter, THE FACILITATOR, 

ontains various articles and news of local support groups, workshops, and conference 
s of families and professionals. 

treet  

promoting a better und
professionals in t
issues to provide education a
community to more about 
methods of intervention to 
effects of stigma in our communit
c
information to help meet the need
 

Roots & Wings  
Address: 111 S. Main S
Roxboro, NC 27573 
Phone: 336-599-3773 
E-mail: dunevar@nationwide.com 
We serve all of Person County.  T

 
he families we work with have youth who are at risk of 

e help the families connect to resources available, we go to 
ly (IEP, Court, DSS, etc.) and help translate between the agency 

rovide twice a month support groups for adults and youth. 

 & Families 
 Drive 

bellsouth.net

out of home placement. W
meetings with the fami
and the family.  We also p

SUCCESS for Children
5-D Oak Branch
Greensboro, NC 
336-988-7447 
Email: ljones3@
County: Guilford 

 with emotional behavioral or mental health concerns. 
 with ADD, ADHD and learning disabilities. We serve families with 

The Community Backyard 

 

ybackyard.org

Who Served:  Families of children
This includes children
children age birth to 21. 
 

100 Europa Drive Suite 490 
Chapel Hill, NC  27514
919-932-2826 
Email: irgeffner@communit
The Community Backyard works to ensure that youth with mental health and substance 

h access to high quality services in the communities in which they 
 

abuse needs have hig
live. We collaborate with agencies and professionals to identify gaps in mental health
and substance abuse services for the youth of Orange and Chatham counties and to 
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e develop best practice services to fill those gaps so all youth can thrive in their hom
communities. 
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A Safer Place Youth Network (ASPYN) 
Address: 410 N. Boylan Ave.  
Raleigh, NC 27603  
Phone: 919-821-0055 
Voicemail: 919-256-3672 
E-mail: aspyn@tcworks.org

LOCAL YOUTH RESOURCES 
 

  
Website: www.tcworks.org/aspyn  
Description: Support for Gay and Lesbian Teens. Serves youth 13-23 years old in the NC 
Triangle Area (Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill and all rural areas nearby) 

CARS 
PO Box 455 
Southern Pines, NC 28388 
Telephone 910 673-7800; 910-639-3224 
Moore and Hoke Counties 
 
Cleveland County Powerful Youth 
(youth ages 12-21) 
Address: 201 W. Marion St. 
Rm # 306 
Shelby, NC 28151 
Phone: 704-481-8637 
Lohorsey2@aol.com 
County: Cleveland 

Gaston County Powerful Youth 
(youth ages: 12-21) 
Phone: 704-867-9248 
E-mail: sutiss@carolina.rr.com 
County: Gaston 
Gaston 
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North Carolina Lambda Youth Network (NCLYN) 
ddress: 343 W. Main Street 

org

A
Durham, NC 27701 
Phone: 919-683-3037 
Website: www.nclyn.   

or Gay and Lesbian Teens. Serves adolescents in the NC Triangle 
Raleigh, and neighboring counties) 

Description: Support f
area (Durham, Chapel Hill, 

Person County 
336-583-4162 
Email: renestevens@mindspring.com
County: Person 

th Friends United Powerful You
907 Barra Row St. 102/103 
Davidson, NC 28036 
800-962-6817   

jones4powerfulyouth@earthlink.netK   

th 
ranch Dr 

07 

oo.com

Phone: 336-317-1271 
 
Successful and Powerful You
 5-D Oak B
Greensboro NC 274
336-988-7874 
chickenheart45@yah
 
Time Out Youth 

 
Address: 1900 The Plaza 
Charlotte, NC 28205
Phone: (704)344-8335 
Website: www.timeoutyouth.org  

port for Gay and Lesbian Teens. Serves youth 13-23 years old in 
burg, Gaston, Catawba and all nearby counties. 

outh On A Mission 
252-535-4000 
Email: bamanning1@earthlink.net

Description: Sup
Mecklen

Y

County: Halifax 

******************************************************************************
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orth Carolina 
230 

Brain Injury Association of NC 

02 

71464 
ww.ncbraininjury.nety

STATE LEVEL RESOURCES 

Autism Society of N
505 Oberlin Rd., Suite 
Raleigh, NC 27605-1345 
919-743-0204 

PO BX 748, 
Raleigh, NC 276
919-833-9634 
helpline 800-37
w
 
Carolina Legal Assistance 
PO Box 2446 
Raleigh, NC 27602 
919-856-2195 
www.cladisabiliylaw.org
 
Easter Seals UCP North Carolin
2315 Myron Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
919-783-8898 
www.nc.easterseals.com 

a 

ren’s Assistance Center (ECAC) 
3 

a list of local phone numbers) 

 
Exceptional Child
907 Barra Row St. 102/10
Davidson, NC 28036 
800-962-6817 (call for 
704-892-1321 
www.ecac-parentcenter.org
 
Family Support Network of NC 
CB#7340, UNC 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7340 
919-966-2916 
www.fsn.org
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First In Families Of NC And Lifetime Connections 
Address: PO Box 1665 
Durham, NC 27702-1665.   
Phone: 919-781-3616 x223 
Website: www.fifnc.org
 
 

Governor’s Advocacy Council for 
n St., Suite 218 

Persons with Disabilities 

a/gapcd/gacd.htm

2113 Camero
Raleigh, NC 27605 
919-733-9250 
www.doa.state.nc.us/do   

sociation of North Carolina 
O Box 3542 

 

Association of North Carolina 

aleigh, NC 27609 

 

Learning Disabilities As
P
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-493-5362
 

Mental Health 
3829 Bland Rd. 
R
919-981-0740 
www.mha-nc.org
 

arolNAMI North C ina Young Families 
121 

-9682 

309 W Millbrook Rd Ste 
aleigh, NC 27609 R

Telephone: 919.788.0801 ext 2; Helpline: 1-800-451
Webpage: www.naminc.org
 

NC Alliance for the Mentally Ill (NC-NAMI) 
309 W. Millbrook Road, Suite 121 

00-451-9682 (helpline) 
Raleigh, NC 27609 
8
mail@naminc.org
 

NC Association Tourettes S
704 Marlow Road 

yndrome 

09 
8 

ebsite: www.tourettesyndrome.net

Raleigh, NC 276
9
W

19-783-508
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titute 

ccai@nchild.org

 

NC Child Advocacy Ins
311 East Edenton Street 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
919-834-6623 
n
 
NC Coalition for Persons Disabled by Mental Illness 
c/o NAMI NC 
1004 Dresser Court, Suite 106 

09 

 

ite 106 
09 

ted, Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health 
es 102/103 

036 

Raleigh, NC 276
919-788-0906 
 

NC Coalition for Persons Disabled by Mental Illness
c/o NAMI NC 
1004 Dresser Court, Su
Raleigh, NC 276
919-788-0906 
 

NC Families Uni
907 Barra Row Suit
Davidson, NC 28
704-892-1321 
or 910-331-6092 
www.ncfamiliesunited.org  
 
NC Fragile X Foundation 
1300 Townfield Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27614 

anization 

inc.org/consumer.htm

919-488-2326 
 
NC Mental Health Consumers Org
PO Box 27042 

3 Raleigh, NC 2760
919-832-2285 
800-326-3842 
Website:  www.nam   

Carolina The ARC of North 
4200 Six Forks Rd, Suite 100, 
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Raleigh, NC 27609 
919-782-4634 
www.arnc.org 
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GANIZATIONS 

 Families for Children’s Mental Health 
9605 Medical Center Drive 
Ste. 280 
Rockville MD  20850 
240-203-1901 
 
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill (NAMI) – Child and Adolescent Network 
2101 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 22209 
800-950-6264 
 
National Mental Health Association 
1021 Prince St. 
Alexandria, VA 22314-2971 
800-969-6642 

****************************************************************************** 
OTHER RESOURCES 
 
Child Service Coordination Program (CSCP) 
A free and voluntary care coordination and case management service. Child Service 
Coordinators help families who have children who are at risk for or have chronic illness, 
developmental delay, or social/emotional disorders, find services to meet each family’s 
unique needs.  
For more information please contact your local health department or the Children with 
Special Needs Helpline at 1-800-737-3028.  

Children and Family Services Association 
606 Wade Avenue 
Raleigh, NC 27605 
919-828-1864 
Fax: 919-828-1884 
Website: www.CFSA-NC.org

NATIONAL OR

Federation of

www.Forgetmenot-NC.org
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Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute 
UNC-CH, CB # 8185 

arriage and Family Therapy 

aleigh, NC 27624 

r.com

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-966-0881 

NC Association for M
P O Box 98073 
R
919-518-1919 or 
877-862-2638 
Fax: 919-844-8119 
Email: cami@nc.r
Website: www.ncamft.org

NC Council of Community MH/DD/SAS Programs 

05 
19-327-1500 

505 Oberlin Road Suite 100 
Raleigh, NC 276
9
Email: www.nc-council.org
 

ustice and Delinquency Prevention NC Department of Juvenile J
410 South Salisbury Street 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
919-733-3388 
Website: www.ncdjjdp.org
 

NC Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Substance Abuse 

s/dss

Services  
325 N. Salisbury Street 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
919-733-7011 
www.dhhs.state.nc.u
 

NC Division of Public Health  
prehensive System 

919-715-7654 
www.dhhs.state.nc.us/dss

Early Childhood Com
1928 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-7654 
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l Services 
t 

03 
919-733-3055 

NC Division of Socia
325 N. Salisbury Stree
Raleigh, NC 276

Website: www.dhhs.state.nc.us/dss

NC Office on Disability And Health 
Health 

e Center 
928 

ail.org

Division of Public 
1928 Mail Servic
Raleigh, NC 27699-1
919-707-5672 
Email: anna.Johnston@ncm
Website: http://www.fpg.unc.edu/~ncodh
http://wch.dhhs.state.nc.us/cay
 

NC Psychiatric Association 

uite 250 

@ncpsychiarty.org

4917 Waters Edge Drive 
S
Raleigh, NC 27606 
919-859-3370 
Fax: 919-851-0044 
Email: rhuffman
Website: www.ncpsychiarty.org
 
Public Schools of North Carolina, 
Department of Public Ins

on St
truction 

reet 

r) 

301 North Wilmingt
01 Raleigh, NC 276

919-715-1565(main numbe
ebsite: www.ncpublicschools.orgW
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ICES FAMILY RESOURCE CENTERS 

t of Buncombe County  Katherine Russel-Miller 
th French Broad Ave.   Phone: (828) 259-9717 

heville, NC 28801    Fax: (828) 281-3308 

   Arenda Manning 
(828) 252-4810 

 28806    Fax: (828) 281-3723 

renda Manning 
  Phone (828): 236-3222 
  Fax: (828) 231-1193 

  

vernment   Kevin King 
     Phone: (828) 488-9273 

28713    Fax: (828) 488-9953 

RC      Melissa Barker 
 515 / 234 Bryson Walk   Phone: (828) 488-7505 

   Fax: (828) 488-9953 

ools    Mike Edwards 
   Phone: (828) 479-3413  
   Fax: (828) 479-7950 

C    Renee Nuchols 
se Branch Rd.   Phone: (828) 479-3413  

1    Fax: (828) 479-7950 

Cherokee Cherokee FRC     Lisa Twiggs 
  PO Box 1216      Phone (828) 837-3460 
  Murphy, NC 28906     Fax: (828) 837-1956 
 
Jackson Southwest Child Development Commission, Inc.  (Jackson FRC) 
  PO Box 250      Barbara Jeffries 
  Webster, NC 28788    Phone : (828) 586-2845 

NC DIVISION OF SOCIAL SERV
 
Buncombe Children Firs
  50 Sou
  As
 
  Emma FRC   

Rd.     Phone:   37 Brickyard 
  Asheville, NC
 
 
  The Family Room     A
  Isaac Dickson Elem. School 
  125 Hill St.    
  Asheville, NC 28804
 
Swain  Swain County Go
  PO Box 2321 
  Bryson City, NC 
   

ain F  Sw
  PO Box
  Bryson City, NC 28713 
 

raham Graham County SchG
  52 Moose Branch Rd. 

   Robbinsville, NC 28771
  

 County FR  Graham
  PO Box 605 Moo
  Robbinsville, NC 2877
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 Morganton, NC 28680-0989   Fax: (828) 439-4314  
  

cDowell McPals Endowment Fund for Public Schools of McDowell County 

t  
  

ld Fort, NC 28762-0759  

r n  

parta, NC 28675-1832    Fax: (336) 372-2417 

 601 Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.   Fax: (336) 750-2599 

         Fax: (828) 586-4039 
 
Transylvania The Family Place of Transylvania  Jenny Bauer 
  500 Hillview Extension    Phone: (828) 883-4857 
  Brevard, NC 28712     Fax: (828) 877-5128 
 
 
Burke  Burke County Schools    Melissa Steppa  
  PO Drawer 989     Phone: (828) 438-9751 
 
 
Gaston Highland FRC     Lisa Sido 
  PO Box 806 / 1305 N. Weldon St.  Phone : (704) 866-9552 
  Gastonia, NC 28053    Fax: (704) 866-9478 
 
M
  35 S. Main St     Glenda Dean 
  Marion, NC 28752-0238    Phone: (828) 652-1060  
         Fax: (828) 652-9840  
    
  North Cove Family Network   Rhonda McFadden 
  Rt. 3 Box 151     Phone: (828) 756-7049  
  Marion, NC 28752-9515    Fax: (828) 756-7049 Call 1s
 
  Old Fort FRC     Pat Bundy 
  Old Fort Elem. School    Phone : (828) 668-3113  
  128 Mauney Ave.     Fax: (828) 668-3113 
  O
 
Alleghany Alleghany Partnership for Child e  Pam Sizemore 
  PO Box 1832      Phone: (336) 372-6583 
  S
 
Forsyth Winston-Salem State University  Lenora Campbell  
 FS & FRC for Relative Caregivers  Phone: (336) 750-2577 
 
  Winston-Salem, NC 27110  
 
Guilford Family Services of the Piedmont  Sue Spidell 
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 Greensboro, NC 27401    Fax: (336) 387-9167 

on F  air 

 800 Eastowne Dr. Suite 105   Phone: (919) 490-5577x227 
 Chapel Hill, NC 27514    Fax: (919) 490-4905 

son, NC 27536    Fax (252) 492-6250 

 Henderson, NC 27536    Fax: (252) 431-1405 

e on S . 

cDowell McPals Endowment Fund for Public Schools of McDowell County  

   
 

 Old Fort FRC     Pat Bundy 
) 668-3113  

  315 E. Washington St.     Phone: (336) 387-6161x2237
 

Boys and Girls Club - 1st Farmingt RC Michelle McN
 

Orange Chapel Hill Training Outreach, Inc.  Karen Solomon 
 
 
   
Vance  Franklin-Vance-Warren Opportunity, Inc. William S. Owens exec dir 
  PO Box 1453 / 116 Young St.   Ph (252) 492-0161 
  Hender
    
  Vance FRC      Felicia Coleman 
  311 Hawkins Dr.     Phone: (252) 431-1400 
 
 
Moore  Northern Moore FRC    Michelle Miller 
  PO Box 190      Phone: (910) 948-4324 
  Robbins, NC 27325-3625    Fax: (910) 948-4127 
 
Scotland Laurinburg Housing Authority   Nancy Walker 
  1300 Woodland St.     Phone: (910) 276-2582 
  Laurinburg, NC 28353     
 
Gaston Highland FRC     Lisa Sido 
  PO Box 806 / 1305 N. W ld t  Phone : (704) 866-9552 
  Gastonia, NC 28053    Fax: (704) 866-9478 
 
M
  Glenda Dean 
  35 S. Main St.     Phone: (828) 652-1060  
  Marion, NC 28752-0238    Fax: (828) 652-9840  
 
  North Cove Family Network   Rhonda McFadden
  Rt. 3 Box 151     Phone: (828) 756-7049  
  Marion, NC 28752-9515    Fax: (828) 756-7049  
   
 
  Old Fort Elem. School    Phone : (828
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  128 Mauney Ave.     Fax: (828) 668-3113 
  Old Fort, NC 28762-0759 
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 Phone: (336) 372-6583 
  Sparta, NC 28675-1832    Fax: (336) 372-2417 
  
Guilford Family Services of the Piedmont  Sue Spidell 
  315 E. Washington St.     Phone: (336) 387-6161x2237 
  Greensboro, NC 27401    Fax: (336) 387-9167 

Boys and Girls Club - 1st Farmington FRC Michelle McNair 
    
Orange Chapel Hill Training Outreach, Inc.  Karen Solomon 
  800 Eastowne Dr. Suite 105   Phone: (919) 490-5577x227 
  Chapel Hill, NC 27514    Fax: (919) 490-4905 
  South Estes, Trinity, Pritchard (?)  
 
Vance  Franklin-Vance-Warren Opportunity, Inc. William S. Owens 
  PO Box 1453 / 116 Young St.   Ph (252) 492-0161 
  Henderson, NC 27536    Fax (252) 492-6250 
    
  Vance FRC      Felicia Coleman Gregory 
  311 Hawkins Dr.     Phone: (252) 431-1400 
  Henderson, NC 27536    Fax: (252) 431-1405 
 
Moore  Northern Moore FRC    Michelle Miller 
  PO Box 190      Phone: (910) 948-4324 
  Robbins, NC 27325-3625    Fax: (910) 948-4127 
 
Scotland Laurinburg Housing Authority   Nancy Walker 
  1300 Woodland St.     Phone: (910) 276-2582 
  Laurinburg, NC 28353    
  
Wake  Raleigh Nursery School    Kim Best 
  501 S Bloodworth St.    Phone: (919) 834-2136 
  Raleigh, NC 27604     Fax: (919) 834-1377 
 
  The FRC of Raleigh, Inc.    Kim Best 
  501 S Bloodworth St.    Phone: (919) 834-2136 
  Raleigh, NC 27604     Fax: (919) 834-1377 

Alleghany Alleghany Partnership for Children   Pam Sizemore 
  PO Box 1832     
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awrence 

rson  

 
n Schools of Brunswick County Cynthia Tart 

7-3494 

Margaret Roseman 
 PO Box 997      Phone: (910) 371-5411 

8 

 PO Box 694      Phone: (910) 653-9200 

 Lumberton, NC 28358    Fax: (910) 671-3484 

 Lumberton, NC      Phone: (910) 739-7851 

dgecombe Down East Partnership for Children  Diane Barber  

  Edgecombe Co. Community Enrichment  Doris Stith 

Bladen Bladen Co Board of Education   Dr. Margaret L
  PO Box 37 / 1489 US HWY 701 S.  Phone: (910) 647-0743 
  Elizabethtown, NC  28337-0037  Fax: (910)647-0744 
   
  Bladen Family Support Initiative  Quessie Pete
  PO Box 717      Phone: (910) 647-0743 
  Clarkton, NC 28433-0717    Fax: (910) 647-0744 

Brunswick Communities i
  PO Box 10087     Phone: (910) 45
  Southport, NC 28461    Fax: (910) 457-6266 
   
  CIS Family Resource Center   
 
  Leland, NC 28451-8058    Fax: (910) 371-188
 

Columbus Columbus Co. Dream Center, Inc.  Evelyn Troy 
(910) 642-0633   PO Box 1757      Phone: 

  Whiteville, NC 28472    Fax: (910) 642-0712 
   
  Columbus Family CHAMPIONS   Shelby Hemmingway 
 
  Tabor City, NC 28463    Fax: (910) 653-9183 
 

Robeson Robeson Co. Health Department   Sabrina Locklear 
  460 Country Club Rd.    Phone: (910) 671-3294 
 
   
  Robeson Co FS & FP Program   Mac Legerton 
  PO Box 1310 (Vivian Jamison) 
 
  28359-1102      Fax: (910) 618-9839 
  Pembroke, Saddletree, Lumberton, Red Springs  
 
E
  PO Box 1243 / 215 Lexington St.  Ph (252) 985-4300 
  Rocky Mount, NC 27802    Fax (252) 985-4319 
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ast Partnership for Children  Diane Barber 
 

Communities In Schools – Williford FRC Trudi Waters/Frances Harrison 
-9991 

 Co. Community Action, Inc.  Reginald Speight 

 Genesis FRC      Rev. M. Graham 
813-8172 

 Family Institute    Cathy Alston-Kearney  

  Pearline Ashe-Bunch 

  217 Main St.      Phone: (252) 823-1733 
  Tarboro, NC 27886    Fax: (252) 641-0710 
 
Nash  Down E
  PO Box 1243 / 215 Lexington St.  Ph: (252) 985-4300
  Rocky Mount, NC 27802    Fax: (252) 985-4319 
    
 
  201 South Pearl St.    Ph: (252) 442
  Rocky Mount, NC 27804    Fax: (252) 442-6876 
    
Edgecombe Martin
  314 Ray St.      Phone: (252) 792-7111 
  Williamston, NC 27892    Fax: (252) 792-1248 
    
 
  1150 Tarboro St.     Phone: (252) 
  Rocky Mount, NC 27802    Phone: (252) 977-0639  
 
Warren Warren
  Margaret A Hargrove FRC   Ph: (252) 257-1134 
  PO Box 150 / 115 E. Market St.   Fax: (252) 257-2584 
  Warrenton, NC 27589  
 
Wayne Wayne Action Group for Economic Solvency  Jennifer Depuis 
  601 E. Royalle Ave.     Ph: (919) 580-1796 

oro, NC 27530    Fax: (919) 736-4268   Goldsb
 
Bertie  Bertie County Schools  
  PO Box 10      Ph: (252)794-6019 
  Windsor, NC 27849     
 
 
 



ACRONYMS & TERMS 

A 
AAMR – American Association on Mental Retar ndatio  

 Abuse Treatment Center 

 

rded Citizens 

ED - Behavioral/Emotional Disorder (public schools) 

AP- MR/DD – Community Alternatives Program for Persons with Mental 

CSW – Certified Clinical Social Worker 

FP – Child and Family Plan 
FT - Child and Family Team 
HIP – Children’s Health Insurance Program 

CJO – Criminal Justice Offender – Child or Adult Population 
CMH - Child Mental Health 
CMS – Centers for Medicare/Medicaid Services 
CSAT – Center for Substance Abuse Treatment 
 

ADA – American Disabilities Act 
ADATC – Alcohol and Drug
ADD - Attention Deficit Disorder 
ADETS – Alcohol and Drug Education Traffic School 
ADHD - Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder 
AG  - Academically Gifted
AHEC – Area Health Education Center 
AOC – Administrative Office of the Courts 
AMI - Alliance for the Mentally Ill 
ARC - Association for Reta
ASAM – American Society of Addictive Medicine 

B 
B

C 
 
CAP – Community Alternatives Program 
C

Retardation/Developmental Disabilities 
CASSP - Child and Adolescent Service System Program 
CC - Community Collaborative 
C
CDSA – Children’s Development Services Agency 
CEC - Council for Exceptional Children 
CFAC – Consumer and Family Advisory Committee 
C
C
C
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CD – Division of Child Development 

HS - Department of Health and Human Services 
ncy Prevention 

nce 
tal Disabilities, 

se Services 

 Health 
 (State) 

 and Hard of Hearing (State) 
Manual 

 (changed from Maternal and Child 
Health, 1997) (State) 

BD - Emotionally or Behaviorally Disturbed  

DD/SAS 
icapped (sometimes EMR – 

reatment 
ondary Education Act 

guage 

ealth 

D
D
DD - Developmental Disabilities 
DH
DJJDP - Department of Juvenile Justice and Delinque
DMA – Division of Medical Assista
DMH/DD/SA - Division of Mental Health, Developmen

and Substance Abu
DOC - Department of Correction (State) 
DOH - Department of Health (County) 
DPH – Department of Public
DPI - Department of Public Instruction
DSDHH - Division of Services for the Death
DSM-IV - Diagnostic and Statistics 
DSS – Division of Social Services (State) 
DWCH - Division of Women’s and Children’s Health

DWI – Driving While Impaired  

E 
E
EBP - Evidence Based Practice 
ECAC – Exceptional Children’s Assistance Center 
ED - Emotionally Disturbed 
ELT – Executive Leadership Team of the Division of MH/
EMH - Educable Mentally Hand

   Educable Mentally Retarded) 
EOC – End of Course (DPI) 
EOG – End of Grade  (DPI) 
EPSDT - Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and T
ESEA – Elementary and Sec
ESL – English as a Second Lan

F 
FAPE - Free and Appropriate Public Education 
FFCMH – Federation Families Children’s Mental H
FES - Family Empowerment Scale 

FK – Families for Kids F
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N - Family Support Network 

ces 
nd Accountability Act of 1996 

ICD – International Classificati
 

-MR – Intermediate Care Facility – Mentally Retarded 

 
 

itation of Healthcare Organizations 

Systems) 

E - Local Management Entity 

FS

G 
G.S. – General Statute 
GAF – Global Assessment of Functioning 

H 
HC – Health Check 
HC – Health Choice 

viHCBS – Home and Community Based Ser
y aHIPAA – Health Insurance Portabilit

HMO - Health Maintenance Organization 
HOM – Homeless Child or Adult Substance Abuse Population 
HUD – Housing and Urban Development 
 
I  
ICC - Interagency Coordinating Council 

on of Diseases codes 
ICF – Intermediate Care Facility
ICF
IDEA - Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
IEP - Individualized Education Program 
IFSP - Individual Family Services Plan 
IPRS – Integrated Payment and Reporting System
IT – Information Technology
 
J 
JCAHO – Joint Commission for Accred

L 
LDA - Learning Disability Association (was ACLD) 
LEA - Local Education Agency (Local Public School 
LEP – Limited English Proficient 
LM
LOC – Legislative Oversight Committee 
LOC – Level of Care 
LRE - Least Restrictive Environment 
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r Juvenile Offender Resources and Services  
D – Seriously Emotionally Disturbed – Child Population 

th Association in North Carolina 

IS – Medicaid Management Information System 

 of Understanding 

ntally Ill - Child Adolescent 

CAMI - North Carolina Alliance for the Mentally Ill 
 Ill, Children & 

ice 
am Performance System 

on Student Education 
alth 

tion 

DD - Oppositional Defiant Disorder 
I - Other Health Impaired 

nization  

 Friends United (Powerful Youth) 

Q 
QA - Quality Assurance 

M 
MAJORS – Managing Access fo
ME
MHA/NC - Mental Heal
MHTF – Mental Health Trust Fund 
MM
MOA – Memorandum of Agreement 
MOU – Memorandum
MR - Mental Retardation 

N 
NAMI-CAN - National Alliance for the Me

  Network 
N.C. – North Carolina 
N
NCAMI-CAN - North Carolina Alliance for the Mentally

   Adolescent Network 
NC Families United – North Carolina Families United 
NCHC – North Carolina Health Cho
NC TOPPS – North Carolina Treatment Outcomes and Progr
NC WISE – North Carolina Window of Information 
NIMH - National Institute of Mental He
NMHA National Mental Health Associa

O 
O
OH
OT - Occupational Therapy 

P 
PCP - Person Centered Plan 
PEP – Personal Education Plan (Public Schools) 
PT - Physical Therapy 
PTO – Parent and Teachers Orga
PTSD - Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
PYFU – Powerful Youth
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- Quality Improvement 

l Education) 

D – Substance Abuse Disorder – Child 

SBI – State Bureau of Investigation 
er and Family Advisory Committee 

SIP – School
PI) 

sentatives for Children and 

SOS – State Operated Services 
I – Sever and Persistent Mental Illness 

come 

T 
ACCH - Treatment and Education of Autistic and Related 

andicapped Children 
MR) 

 

so VH) 

QI 
QM – Quality Management 

R 
RFA – Request for application 
RFI – Request for information 
RFP – Request for Proposal 
RRC - Regional Resource Centers (Specia

S 
SA
SAMHSA – Substance Abuse and Mental health Services Administration 

SCFAC – State Consum
SCS – Standard Course of Study (DPI) 
SED - Seriously Emotionally Disturbed 

 Improvement Plan 
SIMS – Student Information Management System (D
SMHRCY - State Mental Health Repre

  Youth 
SNAP – Support Needs Assessment Profile 
SIS – Supports Intensity Scale 
SOC – System of Care 

SPM
SS – Social Security 
SSI - Supplemental Security In
 

TE
  Communication H

TMH - Trainable Mentally Handicapped (also T
TTY – Text Telephones
 
U 
UM – Utilization Management 

V 
VI - Visually Impaired (al
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n 

W 
C - Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children 

VR - Vocational Rehabilitatio

WI
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where to obtain them, and there are no system barriers or obstacles to getting what 
they need, when they need it. 
Achievement Test 
A test that measures what a child has learned. Scores are reported in age or grade 
equivalents. 
Acting Out 
Feelings/emotions that may be expressed by self-abusive, aggressive, violent and/or 
disruptive behavior. 
Adaptive Behavior 
A wide range of skills used by a child to meet his/her everyday needs. 
Advance Directive 
A legal document that allows consumers to plan their own mental health care in the 
event the individual loses the capacity to effectively make decisions.   
Advocacy 
The process of actively supporting the cause of an individual (case advocacy) or group 
(class advocacy), speaking or writing in favor of, or being intercessor or defender. 
Affective Disorder 
A disorder of mood (feeling, emotion). Refers to a disturbance of mood and other symptoms 
that occur together for a minimal duration of time and are not due to other physical or mental 
illness. 
Aftercare  
Supervision or treatment provided to individual for a limited time after release from a 
treatment program. 
American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) 
An international organization of physicians dedicated to improving the treat of people with 
substance use disorders by educating physicians and medical students, promoting research and 
prevention, and informing the medical community and the public about issues related to 
substance use. 
Anxiety Disorder 
Exaggerated or inappropriate responses to the perception of internal or external dangers.

WORDS TO KNOW 
 
Access 
An array of treatments, services and supports is available: consumers know how and 
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e MH/DD/SA appeals panel established under NC G.S. 371 and G.S. 122c-151.4 

 

l, 

nterviews, observations) to gather information leading up to 
entifying services or interventions that for a child and family. 

der is a condition in which individuals have difficulty forming loving, 

eficit Disorder 

r Modification 
 changing behaviors by teaching and reinforcing new behaviors. Behavior 

ls. 

o 
 

tionally Handicapped (Public School) 
mon 

symptoms are: cannot make or keep friends; does not act his age or in ways that fit the 

Appeals Panel  
The Stat

Appropriate Education 
An individual education program specially designed to meet the unique needs of a child
who has a disability 

Architectural Barrier 
Any part of a building or grounds that keeps a handicapped person from having norma
easy access. 

Assessment/Evaluation 
All activities (tests, i
writing a plan and id

Attachment Disorder 
An attachment disor
lasting, intimate relationships 

Attention D
Symptoms are inattentiveness and impulsiveness. In some cases hyperactivity is also a 
symptom (ADHD). 

Autism 
A developmental disorder that affects communication and behavior.  

Behavio
A method of
modification is done by setting goals and using a specific plan to reach those goa

Behavioral Objectives 
Steps to reach goals. Describes what a child will be able to do and how he will learn t
do it. Behavioral objectives also state how the learning will be measured and the criteria
for success. 

Behaviorally-Emo
A handicap that involves how a person behaves and acts towards others.  Some com
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ion; has general and ongoing moods of sadness or depression; has 
g; has other personal or school-related problems. 

e federal government (or others), in a lump sum, for services 

iduals and families get and coordinate community resources 

and Medicaid Services (CMS) 

support plan for children with multiple and complex 
ls 

mily. (Note: different agencies may have more specific plans related 
s. See Person–Centered-Plan or Individual 

n Plan for examples.) 

ple that meets with a child and family to set goals and plan 
s 

together to write a Child and Family Plan that is based on what the family wants and 

tionship between a family member and a professional in which the family 
and professional share power and responsibility. 

responsibility at the community level.

activity or situat
difficulty learnin

Bipolar Disorder 
A mood disorder with elevated mood often accompanied by major depressive episodes. 

Block Grant 

Funds received from th
specified in an application plan that meet the intent of the block grant purpose.  

Case Management 
A service that helps indiv
such as health, behavioral health (mental health, substance abuse, etc.), income 
assistance, education, housing, and medical care. 

Centers for Medicare 

The federal agency responsible for overseeing the Medicare and Medicaid programs 

Child and Family Plan (CFP) 
A comprehensive service and 
challenges and needs, and their families. The plan is based on family strengths, the goa
and needs of the fa
to their own mandates or funding requirement
Educatio

Child and Family Team (CFT) 
A group of selected peo
services. The CFT is built around the family to make sure the family’s unique strength
are promoted and their needs are met. Team members, including the family, work 

needs. 

Collaboration 
A helping rela

Community-Based Services 
The practice of having services as well as management and decision-making 
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he rights of others 
 social norms or rules. 

ation private. Allowing records or information to be seen or used only by 
those with legal rights or permission. 

Giving approval or agreeing to something. For example, in education, a parent must give 
ild can be evaluated or placed in a special program. 

 the LME or whose loved ones do.  

dents receive services or are in the same classroom with 

 
 in almost all activities over a period of time. 

 Disorders 

uage, 

Conduct Disorder 
Repetitive and persistent patterns of behavior that violate either t
or age appropriate

Confidentiality 
Keeping inform

Consent 

consent before a ch

Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) 
A committee of ordinary people who get help from
They advise the LME in the design of the local system. 

Cross-Categorical 
Special Education in which stu
students who have different types of disabilities. 

Cultural Competence 
A process that promotes development of skills, beliefs, attitudes, habits, behaviors and 
policies that enable individuals and groups to interact appropriately, showing acceptance 
and understanding of others. 

Delinquency 
Violation of law by a child or youth (usually under 18). 

Depression 
A type of mood disorder characterized by low or irritable mood or loss of interest or
pleasure

Developmental
Disorders that have predominant disturbances in normal development of language, 
motor, cognitive and/or motor skills. 

Developmental Disorders 
Disorders that have predominant disturbances in normal development of lang
cognitive and/or motor skills. 
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nother disorder such as developmental delay, 
hol use or a mental illness. 

r by an impartial public official who listens to 
s of the dispute and renders a decision based upon the law. 

e the need for 
mental health, developmental disabilities or substance abuse services.  Providers are 

h screening. 

Behavior, emotional, and/or social impairment exhibited by a child or adolescent that 
demic and/or developmental progress, family, and/or interpersonal 

End of Course Tests 
 to assess the competencies defined by the NC Standard Course 

t 10 days of school or the equivalent for alternative 

st 
 of the school year. 

tance abuse services that may be 
als meeting Target Population eligibility for services through 

ssment, examination of specific needs or problems by 

 

Dual Diagnosis 
A diagnosis of an emotional disorder and a
drug and/or alco

Due Process Hearing 
A formal legal proceeding presided ove
both side

Early Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment Services (EPSDT) 
Services provided under Medicaid to children under age 21 to determin

required to provide needed service identified throug

Emotional Disorder (or Disability) 

disrupts his/her aca
relationships. 

Test that are designed
of Study for each of the following courses:  Algebra I, Algebra II, English I, Biology, 
Chemistry, Geometry, Physical Science, Physics, Civics and Economics, and US History.  
Tests are taken during the las
schedules. 
End of Grade Tests 
Tests in reading and mathematics are taken by students in grades 3-8 during the la
three weeks

Enhanced Benefits 
Mental health, developmental disabilities, and/or subs
provided for those individu
NC Mental Health Reform.  

Evaluation 
More in-depth than an asse
professionals using specific evaluation tools.
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vidence Based Practices  

Practice (EBP) refers to growing scientific knowledge about treatment 

motional 
e education in 

ly member who provides support to families who 
his support may be emotional support, education 

ividualized needs. 

ls 

priate Public Education (FAPE) 
 no child can be denied a public education because of a disability. 

ram 

Health Choice 

ing 
r funds.

E

Evidence Based 
practices and their impact on children with emotional or behavioral challenges. Defined 
by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) as “the integration of best research with clinical 
expertise and patient values”. 

 

Exceptional Children (public schools) 
All children who because of permanent or temporary mental, physical, or e
handicaps need special education and related services to get an appropriat
the public schools. 

Family Advocate 
A community resident and/or a fami
enter the service delivery system. T
about services, assistance linking to and working directly with service providers, and 
advocacy within the service system to help families build on their unique strengths and 
meet their ind

Family Support 

Persons identified by the consumer as either family members or significant others who 
provide the necessary support for furthering quality of life, reaching personal life goa
or recovery. 

Free Appro
A legal guarantee that
The public education must be at no cost to parents, be based on the child’s needs, and 
meet the standards of the state education agency. 

Family Support Prog
Programs available in the community that help children and their families so that 
children can remain in their homes, and all members of the family can live balanced, 
healthy lives. 

The health insurance program for children in North Carolina that provides 
comprehensive health insurance coverage to uninsured low-income children.  Financ
comes from a mix of federal, state, and othe
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y and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

nclusion 
 disabilities to be educated in a regular 

 the 

ation Program (IEP) 
a child with special education needs. The plan is based on results 

ervice and it has been explained to you in a 
language/way you can understand. 

score to his age. 

 

 (LME) 
buse 

 disability and substance abuse services through contracts and other 
ith their local Provider Community (private organizations that deliver 

 NC Mental Health Reform. 

assroom for part of the school day

Health Insurance Portabilit
A federal Act that protects people who change jobs, are self-employed, or who have 
pre-existing conditions.  The Act aims to make sure that prospective or current service 
consumer are not discriminated against based on health status. Protects privacy of 
consumer health information. 

I
An educational option for students with
classroom in their neighborhood school with all necessary supports provided so that
student can participate fully. 

Individualized Educ
A written plan for 
from an evaluation and is developed by a team that includes the child’s parents, 
teachers, other school representatives, specialists, and the child when appropriate. 

Informed consent 
When you give permission for a s

Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) 
A score from a standardized test of mental ability. I.Q. is found by relating the 
person’s test 

Least Restrictive Environment 
An educational, treatment or living situation that provides appropriate services or 
programs for a child with disabilities while imposing as few limitations or constraints as
possible. 

Local Management Entity
Formerly known as Area Mental Health, Developmental Disability, and Substance A
Authorities, these public entities oversee and manage all public mental health, 
developmental
arrangements w
direct services). Required by

Mainstreaming 
Placement of a child with a disability in the regular cl
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rmation on Student Education.  This secure web-based 
tool provides educators with direct and immediate access to a full spectrum of data on a 

ntire career in the NC public school system.  (permanent record) 

lity 
s. 

Interventions and Supports (PBIS) 
ctive 

nd supporting appropriate student behaviors to 
create positive school environments. Instead of using a patchwork of individual 

 continuum of positive behavior support for all students 

rooms). 

herapy, transportation, physical therapy, and counseling. 

en 
ns 

ency giving some type of service to children or their families. Part of 

Mental Illness 
General term for severe emotional problems or psychiatric disorders of adults. 

NC WISE  
North Carolina Window of Info

student’s e

Objectives 
See Behavioral Objectives. 

Person-Centered-Plan 
Individualized and comprehensive plan that specifies all services and supports to be 
delivered to the individual eligible for mental health and/or developmental disabi
and/or substance abuse services according to NC Mental Health Reform requirement

Positive Behavioral 
A research-based model of school-wide systems of support that include proa
strategies for defining, teaching, a

behavioral management plans, a
within a school is implemented in areas including the classroom and nonclassroom 
settings (such as hallways, rest

Related Services 
Supports needed to help a child get the most from his special education.  Related 
services are paid for by the public school. They include services such as speech and 
language t
 

School Improvement Plan 

A plan that includes strategies for improving student performance, how and wh
improvements will be implemented, use of state funds, requests for waivers, etc.  Pla
are in effect for no more that three years. 

Service Provider 
Any person or ag
the Provider Community under Mental Health Reform.
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tory 
at they 

like to do and what they do well. 

are 
man service systems and community supports working 

together with families to provide a coordinated continuum of care driven by values and 
 of Care model. 

to meet the multiple and changing needs of children with complex challenges and their 
rganized into a coordinated 

all 

(see 
l health, developmental disabilities, or 

substance abuse conditions according to the NC State Plan for Mental Health Reform. 
als who meet Target Population eligibility are those with the most 

on the number of low-income children in a 
ble for the free lunch program.  Title I money supplements 

quisition and standards and accountability requirements for limited 

Strengths Inven
A set of questions to help people think and talk about their strengths such as wh

Support Services 
Transportation, financial help, support groups, homemaker services, respite services, 
and other specific services to children and families. 

System of C
The process of different hu

principles of the System

System of Care Model 
Nationally recognized, research-based, best practice framework to build on strengths 

families, including a wide range of services and supports o
local network within local communities. A core set of values and principles underlie 
planning, implementation and evaluation activities. 

Target Populations 

Those individuals who meet eligibility requirements to receive Enhanced Benefits 
Enhanced Benefits definition) for menta

In general, individu
serious or severe unmet challenges and needs. 

Title I DPI 

A federal funding program for schools to help students who are behind academically or 
at risk of falling behind.  Funding is based 
school, generally those eligi
state and district funds. 

Title III DPI 

Title III is the section of No Child Left Behind that provides funding and addresses 
English language ac
English proficient students. 

Title IX DPI 
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Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 bans sex discrimination in schools 

rvices funded through Title XIX of the Social 
 matches approximately 54 percent of state funds. Benefits are 

 a Medicaid State Plan and include many different health related 

Transition 
sing children’s services to using adult services, moving from one 

d delivery of services and supports to children and their 
ly tailored to each family with the goal of keeping the family 

 
nal services to assist students with 

 in a regular education setting. A 504 plan is not an Individualized 

 information in this glossary is taken from the text of Taking Charge.) 

receiving federal funds, whether it is in academics or athletics. 

Title XIX - Medicaid: Medical se
Security Act, which
outlined annually in
services. 

The change from u
program to another, starting or leaving school, or other important life changes. 

Wraparound  
Planning, coordination, an
families that is individual
together in the community and keeping the child in a regular school setting. 

504 Plan 
A 504 plan is a legal document falling under the provisions of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. It is designed to plan a program of instructio
special needs who are
Education Program (IEP) as is required for Special Education students. However, a 
student moving from a Special Education to a regular education placement could be 
placed under a 504 plan. 

 

(Some of the



Trauma Information Pamphlet 
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ents cause terror, intense fear, horror, helplessness, and physical stress 

ns

Traumatic ev
reactions (for example, heart beating fast, strong startle, stomach dropping, shakiness). The 
impact of these events does not simply go away when they are over.  Instead, traumatic 
events are profound experiences that change the way children, adolescents and adults see 
themselves and their world. 

Common Psychological Effects of Traumatic Experiences

� Many individuals who have had traumatic experiences suffer from ongoing 
reactions to them.  These reactions are called Posttraumatic Stress Reactio .
These reactions are common, understandable, and expectable, but are 

and can lead to many difficulties in daily life. 

ir worst experiences is happening all over again.  This is called 
n response to a traumatic reminder. 

Avoidance and withdrawal reactions are ways people use to keep away from, or 
protect against, intrusive reactions.  They include efforts to avoid talking, thinking and having 

nd people connected to what happened.  Emotions can become restricted, even numb, to 
rotect against distressing emotional reactions to thoughts or reminders of what happened.  
eelings of detachment and estrangement from others may lead to social withdrawal.  There 
ay be a loss of interest in usually pleasurable activities. 

Physical arousal reactions are physical changes that make the body react as if 
anger is still present.  T  constantly being "on the lookout" for danger, 
tartling easily or being jumpy, irritability or outbursts of anger, difficulty falling or staying 
sleep, and difficulty concentrating or paying attention.  

� Trauma survivors also may suffer many types of losses - of loved ones, of home, 
possessions, and their community.  The loss of important things often leads to 
Grief Reactions

nevertheless serious 

 There are three types of posttraumatic stress reactions. 

 Intrusive reactions are ways in which the traumatic experience comes back to mind.  
These reactions include distressing thoughts or images of the event (for example, picturing 
what one saw) that can occur while one is either awake or dreaming.  Intrusive reactions also 
include upsetting emotional or physical reactions to reminders of the experience.  Some 
people may act like one of the
“a flashback” and can occur i

feelings about the traumatic event and to avoid any reminders of the event, including places 
a
p
F
m

d hese reactions include
s
a

, which may include: feelings of sadness, anger, guilt or regret 
over the loss, missing or longing for the deceased, and dreams of seeing the 
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person or possession again. These reactions are normal, vary from person to 
person, and can last for many years after the loss. Although they may be painful to 
experience, especially at first, grief reactions are healthy reactions to loss, and 
reflect the ongoing sign ions tend to 
include more pleasant t miniscing about 
the lost person or possessio ive ways to memorialize or remember 

.

� Many people ha specifically, people who 
have suffered the ving the 

e
h

ificance of the loss.  Over time, grief react
houghts and activities, such as positive re

n, or finding posit
them

ve endured both trauma and loss.  More 
sudden or traumatic loss of a loved one often find grie

loss more difficult.  The person may become preoccupied with memories of th
disturbing circumstances of the death, such as its tragic and sudden nature, or wit
issues of human accountability (for example, in regard to building construction 
practices). This preoccupation can lead to Complicated Bereavement.
Complicated bereavement is often characterized by intrusion of disturbing images 
of a traumatic death into positive remembering and reminiscing.  This interferes 

o accept and adjust to the loss 
aracterized by the avoidance of 

 loss. 

�

with important ways of grieving that allow survivors t
of a loved one. Complicated bereavement is also ch
positive activities or relationships because they remind one of the traumatic
Due to its influence in constricting activities, complicated bereavement may 
interfere with normal life activities and normal child and adult development.  

An additional major concern for safeguarding the mental health of trauma survivors 
is the risk for Depression.  Depression is different fro
carries its own risks. Its symptoms include: persistent depre

m posttraumatic stress, and 
ssed or irritable mood, 

loss of appetite, difficulty concentrating, greatly diminished interest or pleasure in 
life activities, fatigue or loss of energy, feelings of worthlessness or guilt, feelings of
hopelessness, and sometimes thoughts about suicide.  

� In addition to the psychological reactions described above, trauma survivors may 
experience Physical Symptoms, even in the absence of an underlying physical 
illness. These symptoms include headaches, stomachaches, rapid heart beating, 

.

 traumatic 
nce,

rly difficult when family members 
have b
traumatic r
relationship
with acade of
emotional numbness or estrangement by using alcohol or dr
reckless behavior and self-endangering actions.  Adolescents may rely too much on their 

tightness in the chest, appetite problems, and bowel problems (e.g., constipation
and diarrhea).  Physical symptoms often accompany posttraumatic, grief, and 
depressive reactions.  More generally, they may signal elevated levels of life stress

Consequences of These Reactions

 Posttraumatic stress, grief, and depressive reactions can be extremely distressing, and 
ay significantly interfere with daily activities. Intrusive memories of pastm

experiences can interfere in serious ways with learning, school and occupational performa
causing unexplained interruptions in concentration and attention.  Avoidance of reminders can
lead adolescents to place restrictions on their current activities, relationships, interests, 
thoughts, and plans for the future.  Irritability and reactions to reminders can interfere with 
getting along with family members and friends.  It is particula

een together during a traumatic experience, because afterwards they can serve as 
 eminders to each other, leading to unrecognized disturbances in family 

s.  Problems with sleeping, concentration and attention can especially interfere 
mic or occupational function and performance.  People may respond to a sense 

ugs.  They may engage in 
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adolescent d
parents for
behavior, a
behavior.

 Dep
occupation rmance and learning, social isolation, loss of interest in normal activities, 
elf-medication with alcohol or drugs, acting-out behavior to try to mask their depression, and, 

most se
to reminisc
difficulties 
traumatic l
other adult

What Mak

 Pos
people con
remind the
bring on di on
examples i

mbulances, locations where they experienced the trauma, seeing people with disabilities, 
funeral

 Gri
ones contin
the loved o
emptiness  one's presence. There are 
everal types of loss reminders: Empty situations are ones in which the person is reminded 

of the a
dinner tabl
birthdays a ,
especially
income, de
functioning

ther activities) and the loss of a sense of protection and security. 

In addition to the distress evoked by trauma and loss reminders, current trauma-

otional

heir
ugh many 

ys to 

 group for deciding about risk-taking behavior and have trouble in turning towar
 counseling about risks and dangers.  They may become inconsistent in their  
s they respond to reminders with withdrawal and avoidance or overly aggressive

ressive reactions can become quite serious, leading to a major decline in school or 
al perfo

s
riously, attempts at suicide.  Complicated bereavement can lead to inability to mourn,

e and remember, to fear a similar fate or sudden loss of loved ones, and to 
in establishing or maintaining new relationships.  Adolescents may respond to 
osses by trying to become too self-sufficient and independent from parents and 
s, or by becoming more dependent and taking less initiative.  

es These Reactions Worse? 

ttraumatic Stress Reactions are often evoked by trauma reminders.  Many
tinue to encounter places, people, sights, sounds, smells, and inner feelings that 
m of past traumatic experiences, even years afterwards.  These reminders can 
stressing mental images, thoughts, and emotional/physical reactions.  Comm
nclude: sudden loud noises, destroyed buildings, the smell of fire, sirens of 

a
s, anniversaries of the trauma, and television or radio news about the trauma. 

ef reactions are often evoked by loss reminders.  Those who have lost loved 
ue to encounter situations and circumstances that remind them of the absence of 
ne, even years after the loss.  These reminders can bring on feelings of sadness, 
in the survivor's life, and missing or longing for the loved

s
bsence of the loved one in his/her current life. These include: the empty place at the 

e, activities that were once shared with the loved one, and special occasions like 
nd holidays.  Adolescents also are reminded by the everyday changes in their lives
hardships, as a consequence of the loss.  Examples include decreases in family 
pression and grief reactions in other family members, disruptions in family 
, increased family responsibilities, lost opportunities (for example, sports, education, 

o

related life adversities constitute a significant source of distress.  Efforts devoted to 
contending with these adversities may significantly deplete a person's coping and em
resources, and in turn reduce or interfere with the ability to recover from posttraumatic stress, 
grief and depressive reactions. 

How Can I Help? 

 Parents can be very important in helping children and adolescents to recover from t
trauma-related experiences and losses. Because children and adolescents go thro
normal changes as they mature into young adults, it is not always easy to tell when they are
bothered by posttraumatic, grief, or depressive reactions. It is also not always easy to know 
what type of support they need, or how to offer it.  Here are some suggestions about wa
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eep in mind what your children have experienced.  Let your child know that you 
appreciate the seriousness of what they went through, and that you know that their  
rea

ir 

ut being critical. For 
example, don’t say things like, “Stop complaining,” or “You should be over it by now.” 

 It is important to be patient and tolerant, especially when they talk repetitively about the 

eir
is

hen

 children remember good things about a lost friend.  Tell them positive 
es that you remember about the person.  

support your children, including open communication, emotional support, and practical 
support.

� Try to k

ctions to their traumatic experiences and losses can continue for a long time. At the 
same time, try to reassure them that things will improve over time. 

� Encourage your children to talk about ways in which they are still bothered by their 
experiences, losses and current difficulties.  This will help you better understand the
feelings and behavior.  

� In speaking to your child, try to understand how they are feeling witho

�
trauma.

� Let them know how much you would like to be of help whenever they are reminded of th
experiences or losses.  Get familiar with the many ways your child may be reminded.  It 
helpful to be open about how you are still affected by reminders.  As a family, you can t
offer each other emotional support, through physical comfort, understanding and 
reassurance.   

� Know that your children and adolescents notice and can be bothered by occasions when 
your mood changes suddenly or you act differently in response to a reminder.  Let them 
know that you are reacting to a reminder and that it is not their fault. 

� If your child feels guilty for the death or injury of others, reassure them that it was not their 
fault.

� Understand that anger is part of a child or adolescent’s reaction to their post-trauma 
distress.  Try to be tolerant and encourage them to talk about what is bothering them, 
rather than reprimanding them or telling them to be quiet.  However, indicate that abusive 
language and violence is not allowed.     

Parents' responsiveness to their children's grief is important. 

� Allow your child to talk about a lost loved one, even though this may be upsetting to you.  
Don’t try to stop them from feeling sad, as this is a normal part of grieving.  If you think that
their sadness is excessive, then seek psychological counseling. 

� Try to help your
things and stori

� When your children ask, don’t be afraid to tell them that you are feeling sad when you are 
thinking about the loss of a loved one.  On the other hand, try not to overwhelm your 
children with the responsibility of feeling like they have to take care of you.  
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pact
ir lives.  This will often resolve over time.  

Be open and tolerant of your child's protests over the unfairness of the loss and its im
on the

 Provided by the National Center for Child Traumatic Stress. 
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